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The County

- WEATHER KENTUCKY • Rain possibly
turning to snow in the west
portion tonight. Much colder
in the central and west portions with lowest 24 to 32
in the extreme west. Thursday. much colder with light
snow or snow Mimes likely.

United Press

IN OUR 75th YEAR

Prisoners Released,Reds
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V SOLDIERS PROBE RUINS FOR AVALANCHE VICTIMS II

By FRANK
T.'
isnmediately
to
Inchon
harbor
United Press Staff Cr' so
'e43ent where they were loaded aboard 10
PANMUNJOM,
American LSTs for the trip to Formore than 22.000 anti-(
'9.
mesa. Navy officials said the last
war prisoners were being
* c freed Chinese should be ready to
from their neutral zone cons
°sail from Inchon by 3 p.m.
early today and some \set
„At Inchon, the Red-bating Chi.
ready on their way to a new
-re.- played martial music on
41 Formosa and South Korea.
..ma and bugles fashioned from
Indian _guards
had
release beer cans and prison camp scrap
19.047 of the POWs to the United metal as they
boarded the ships.
Nations by 8 p.m.. a a.m., 1:11T.
"We've been behind the wire
About 2.000 Chinas* were still be- more than
a thousand days." one
mg processed but the Indians said shouted.
"It's wonderful to be
they would be turned over within free."
two hours.
They ignored frantic Communist
The long-awaited es4ase was
"come home" pleas and death
carried out without incident de- threat
s as they began their longspite violent Communist objections. awaited
march to freedom shortOf the total 22,029 prisoners be. ly befor
e 9 am. 7 p.m. EST Toesing freed only 54 Chinese and 32- day.
-North Koreahs asked to be reGen. John B. Hull, U.N. cornturned to Communism or returned mende
r in the rar East, said all
to a neutral nation.
of the prisoners would be declar
ed
The first of the prisoners re- civilians
and free men at the
leased
were
Quickly
processed stroke of midnight Friday.
through
U.N. ieception
camps
Twenty - one
Americans.
325
south of the neutral zone and
South Koreans and a British
marloaded into trucks and trains for
ine who chose Communism
still
distribution.
were held in a small neutra
About 10,000 Chinese were taken
l
zone camp north of Panmu
njom.
They had not been told that
the
Communists announced Tuesd
ay
they would not take them
back
Saturday when the fridian
custodial period ends as decre
ed by
the armistice.

MURRAY POPULATION - - - 8.000
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Hazel Lions Mother's March-On Polio Edge Lynn
Chairmen Are Named Today
Grove 66- 65

Mrs. L. D. Miller, Jr. and Mrs.
The, principle of the March as
Bill Barker were today named
explained by the co-chairmen Is
co-chairmen of the Mother's March
entirely voluntary. All those who
on Polio for the city of Murray.
wish to contribute are requested
Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Barke
r to signify thLir intentions by
immediately announced that the
turning on their potch Lights or
Mothers' March, which is a house
- by placing a lighted lamp in
a
to-house canvass in the city of
front window. The March is limitMurray, will be held from 7:00
ed to one hour so that th mothers
o'clock p.m. to 8:00 o'clock p.m. on
will be obliged to spend only
II
Friday night, January 29, 1954."

The Hazel Lions just barely won
over the Lynn. Grove Wildcats in
the basketball game played last
night at Hazel. The final score was
Hazel 66. Lynn Grove 65.
Leading at the end of each
period was the Hazel Lions and
the halftime score was 32 to 31
with the third quarter score being
The Mothers' March on Polio,
48-43. Byers, Hazel center, ripped
the net for 28 points while Adams, which last January proved such
Lynn Grove center, hit the bas- a success, is the annual wind-up of
the 1954 March of Dimes.
ket for 22 points.
•
Hazel
19 32 46 66
Lynn -Greve
13 31 49 65
Basel (411)
'Forwards: Richman, 1. Cochran
"
8.
By WARREN DUFFEE
Centers: Byers 28, J. Jones 2.
United Press Staff Correspondent
Guards: Scarborough 2, B Jones
WASHINGTON. Jan. 20, 47'1-Sen,
1, White 2, Wilson 20.
A. S. Mike Monroney rD.-Oklaa
warned the coffee industry today
Lynn Grove Mt
Forwards: Cook 11, Forl 15.
that if it keeps shoving prices up
SWISS SOLDIERS MARCH POP VICTIMS of an avalanche which thundered dobrn a slops of the Alps, smashing
Center: Adams 22
it may -break America's coffeeeverything in Its path. Two brothers were found dead in this home. Snow slides, called the worst in history,
Guards Miller 15, Williams 2. arinking habit."
took a toll of almost 200 livel In Austria. West Germany and Switzerland.;
(International Radiophoto)
Mrmroney spoke out after mi,jor
The Murray Training School food chains jumped prices On naColts were defeated by the New tional brands three cents a pound
Concord Redbirds 72 to 62 after -to $1.03-and experts said the
the Colt, holding a three point worst is yet to come..
His warning came as a move
lead at the end of the first half.
Mrs. L. D. Miller. Jr.
The basketball game war played gained momentum to force coffee
prices back down by boycotting few minutes of their time
last night at New Concord.
taar.411easelery fIE the Army Ro- R. L. Ray of Murray route ..one
_away
from their families.
sent in the following article
At the end of the first quarter the beverage.
bert P. Stevens, who Witnessed
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"orga
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ion, Times of
The Murray High School Tiger at the end of the third period
January 1928 The column
s
the sistance" came from Rhode Island be divided with workers for each
said he thought any American
who is headed
Jumped into in early led in its Redbirds were leading 48-45.
where
area.
the
Last
State
as
"Stell
' Restaurant Assoyear this Mothers'
a Gossip" and
Maasked for repatriation before
the csrrys the byline
basketball ari'rne with Reidland this and Kingins for
of Eagle
the Concord ciation voted to banish all signs March raised more money in
W. 0. Sper.cer was electe
d as deadline "would be welcome."
Despite extremely unfavorabl played last night at Murray. The team paced the scoring
advert
ising
coffee and substitute
with 29
e
president of the Murray
"STELLA GOSSIP"
Rescue
final acme was Murray 71 Reid- and 20 points respec
Stevens hailed the rates;
weather conditions, conse
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56.
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late.
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tt, Colt guard, ripped the
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ing similar steps.
•
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ander for
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located to Kentucky were
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were
L. tion.
high New Concord ______
Wholesale coffee prices are soarcarried
11 24 48 72
Johnson, secretary-treesurer:
Leroy
"Ed Magness has recently moved out by farmers enrolled in tile scorers for the evening with 21 Murray Training
11 27 45 62 ing because Brazil's coffee bean
Barnett. captain; Winfred
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n
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"Wes Boyd and family who have rolled in the program, but it is esnight.
Ann, lives at 212 Irvan Ave..
Forwards: Alexander 21, WyBut experts fear that when the
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month.
carried out in the program.
tion catches up with demand and other fund raising activity used
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PERSONALS

CLAIMS HE'LL WED DORIS DUKE

the Murray Hospital Saturday,
January 18, at 11:15 am. The little
girl weighed seven pounds and has
seen named Martha Lynn. The
Reagans have one other daughter,
Jan, age two. Mrs. Reagan is the
former
Miss
Carolyn
Carter,
: Moore Home Is Scene
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. Z.
South Murray Club ILL,
A baby daughter, Kathy Ann. Carter of Murray.
• • •'•
Of West Hazel „Meeting
Regular Meet In Home
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. HenHomemakers
of Murray Route
Thompson
Hazel
Finis
West
The
Mrs. Porter Holland
Club met in the home of Mis. Bob
Macon Blankenship at one-thirty Five at the Murray Hospital Fri- son have returned to their home
Tuesday, January 19
%The lovely new . lroMe of M'-"s• Moore Friday afternoon with Mrs.. The Muscic Departmen: of the o'clock.
day, January 15. The little girl in San Antonio, Texas, following
• • • •
Porter 'Holland on Irvan Street Herdrel Steckdale as the hostess.
weighed seven pounds 12 ounces. a visit with his brother, Harry
Murray Woman's Club will meet
• • • •
Wednesday, January IN
was the scene of the meeting of
Henson
and
wife on
Benton
Mrs. Charles Guthrie, president. at the club house at seven-thirty
The J. N. Williams chapter of
the South Murray Homemakers gave, the devotion and Mrs. Bob o'clock. The pupils of Mrs. D. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Lee Rea- Route One, and his parents, Mr.
with Mrs. gan of Bismarck, Missouri, are and Mrs. Blanche Henson of MurCIO held Thursday afternoon.
Moore led in prayer.
McConnell will give the program the UDC will meet
W. S. Swann at two o'clock. the parents of ,a daughter born at ray.
Each member answered the roll
• • • •
Mrs. Henry Dumas gave the
• •.•
y
The Dorcas Class of the First Coisostearies will be asa. H. T.
thought on Faith and also a very
with the main wall being peace interesting book -report. The roll Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. James Monroe
will meet at the Wells and Mrs. E. A. Lassiter.
Members please note change of Mrs. Bill Collins Is
for all nations.
Compton, South Third Street, Murtall was by the president with the home of Mrs. Fred Workman, 801
FRENCH night club singer Charles Trenet (left) said he would
Mrs. 011ie Brown gaee the Main eight...membeis answerinr with a Sycamore. at seven-thirty o'clock. time.
ray, are the parents of a son,
For
Meeting
marry Doris Duke (right), reputedly the richest woman in the
Hostess
•
•
•
•
Jesson on •"Vegetable Gardening" new year's wish for her couhtry. Group IV, Mrs, Allen Rose. capBobby Joe, weighing six pounds
world, in New York when she g401 there from Europe. He said
The Young Women's, Class of Of Harris Grove Club
and she stressed that the most
seven and one-half ounces, born
(international)
An informative and interesting tain, will be in charge of the arhe wooed her via trans-Atlantic telephone.
important thing is to be sure lesson oi "Vegetable Gardening" rangements.
the First Baptist Church will have
at the Murray Hospital Sunday,
Homemakers
Grove
The
Harris
• • • •
you have your soil in rta d con- was presented by Mrs. Ellie Pasa chili supper at the home of
January 17.
January meeting in
• • • •
Circles of the WMS of the Me- Mrs. Tip Miller, South Thirteenth Club held its
'diteen before planting.
ehial. who .is planning the Farm
on
Collins
of
Mrs.
Bill
home
the
Mr. and MA. Billy Ray ThurFebruary at morial Baptist Church will meet Street, at six o'clock and will
in
Week
Home
and
ANNOUNCING
at
one-thirty
afternoon
Wednesday
.. The club appointed Mini. Porler
man of Murray Route Six anMr-i. Henry Dumas is as follows: Eva Wall with Mrs then attend prayer mee•ing at o'clock.
- 'Holland as cis-legate withe Mrs- Lesengten.
twoMain,
at
Spann,
1100
Cross
the church.
nuance the birth of a sop, Larry
Mrs. Clifton Jones gave the les-Jelin Myers isia aJternaitzt- to at- alternate.
• • • •
• • •
thirty o'clock and Mamie Taylor
Ray, weighing seven pounds eight
on "Vegethe
afternoon
son
for
tend the Ferns aud Herne Weak
sevenwith Mrs. J. 0. Reeves at
The East Hazel Homemakers table Gardening" during which she ounces, born at the Murray Hosin - Lexington,. - Volunteers were `Vegetable Gardening"
thirty o'Clock.
Club will meet with Mrs. Glen gave tips on what kind of seeds pital Sunday, January 17. Mrs.
'esked to help oat with the 4-H
• • • •
Thurman is a former registered
Kelso at one o'clock.
to plant and insecticides to use
girls and those Woluntirerihg,were Stibject Of Lesson At
The Woman's Missionary Society
Is Now Associated With
• • • •
nurse at the Murray Hospital.
in destroying insects.
Dr. Sarah Hargis' and Mrs. Ted
eft the First BaptistaChuech will
• • • •
Meeting
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Howard. They will meet at Misr North Murray
meet at the churcli at two-thirty
Thursday. January 21
Mr. and Mrs. William 0. West
Bill Wrather and Mrs. Underwood
Ilachs.14.• RowLanda office once ar The North Murray Homemakers o'clock. The Sunbeam Band will
Homemakers
Wadesbcu-o
The
of Puryear, Tenn., are the parents
es
one
month.
thought
for
the
afternoon
at
the
gave
'Math at' seven o'clock in the Club met Friday
Mewl at two-forty-five o'clock.
Club will meet at the home of
of a daughter, Sue Anne, weigh• • • •
evening.
o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Wavel Walker at ten o'clock Remarks were made by Miss ing eight pounds six ounces born
She Invites Her
Rachel Rowland.
• • • •
Miller on Poplar Rxtended.
at the Murray Hospital Monday,
The Christian Women's FellowMr's. Harlan Hodges was a guest
Customers And Friends
"Cousin Maud" was the title of
C. B. Crawfotd. President
Mrs.
The
Home
Department
of
the
January 18.
4•,
and gave a wondejgul review of
ship of the First Christian Church
To Call
presided over the business session
••••
Murray Woman's Club will meet the very interesting book re13,41
tne bock,:"The Gown or Glory"
roW.-0101--sines- arioffered will meet at the church, at two- at the club' house at two-thirty given by Mrs. Bill Wrather. btrfb
the
and
RIM
Rule
Kemp
Is
reported
by Alice Turnbcoe. She held her
to'
o'clock.
Four Years Experience
Bill Collins led the recreation.
with a new year's wish for my thirty
o'clock.
be in fair condition by the Murray
• • • •
throughout
audience ' spellbound
The house was beautifully deco• • • •
country. Mrs. Earl Miller gave the
Hospital where she has been a
Kirksey
Homemakers
Club
.141,e
her report of the book.
rated with lovely flowers. Eleven
devotion on "Faith" reading the
patient since sustaining a broken
will meet at the home of Mrs.
The Business and Professional members and two visitors. Mrs.
A very nice party Plate ,was scripture lesson from Hebrews 11.
hip Monday, January 11, at the
Grove,
Women's
Club
will
have
a
dinner
Eslinger
of
Forest
Claude
on
lesson
The main project
served by Mix. Holland 'to the
home of her daughter, Mrs. John
meeting at the Woman's Club Oregon. and Mrs. Alfred Taylor,
"
, interest- Arts And Crafts Club
members .,and the three guests. "Vegetable Gardenirigl
B. Watson.
206 South 4th Street
House
at
six-thirty.
-o'clock.
present.
were
Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp. Mrs. ingly given by Mrs Earl Miller.
• • • •
• • • •
The February meeting will be
MARY BURKEEN, Owner.
Ben Trevrahan lind.Mrs. Lawrence She told of the variety of vegeta- Meets In The Home Of
The Murray Training chapter of held in the home of Mrs. Clifton
HOT ACT
Cardwell with the latter two be- bles, time of planting and prepaLassiter
Elbert
Mrs.
the PTA will meet in the music 'Jones. All members are urged to
CHIPPEWA FALLS, Wis. rUP)
JO WORKMAN DORTCH, Opeirater
ration of soil for a sufficient supcoming members of the club.
A night club called "The Flame"
The Arts and Crafts Club held room of the school at seven be present and visitors are wel_a_rne February meeting will, be ply for the table for a full seaburned to the ground Supday.
come.
held in the home' sit Mrs , Walter son. The minor project was- the its regular meeting in the home o'clock.
of Mrs Elbert Lassiter on South
Miller.
book review discussion.
Ilitrs.-Ottls Patton will instruct Fifth Street Wednesday afternoon
a Oast in taildfing in the next at two-thirty o'clock.
•
TOP MEAT LOAF
two weeks. Mrs. Preston Boyd
afterthe
program
for
the
For
Home
Use a wire putato4 masher to Will attend the Farm and
disFebibary 1 noon each of the members
make_ imAsewiens in the top of Week in Lexington
played their arts and crafts work
North
the
from
delegate
as
a
a meat loaf before making. These
that they received for Christmas
'ANNOUNCING the'breath-taking new Oldsmobile
la
tfClp to lic.A the- "Moisture and Murray Club.
gifts. Of special interest were the
party
houra
social
During
the
prevent the crust from drying outi
are
Super -88" for 1954! The Oldsmobile so ultra-new in,
sent to Mns Annie
mats
table
give a decorative touch and also plate was served by the hostess. Wear by her daughter in Colorado.
•
'
design ... so original in style throughout
Conducted
Patton
Mrs.
,se_rye. as .a guide for _slicing the Mrs. *filler.
Mrs.. Lassiter served a lovely
gaires during --the reareati
ly4f. into c
'Aire'r
never
been
a
car
like
it before! Just wait till you
salad plate to the nineteen mem•
hour.
berm and the following guests—
• .s
see its completely new Body by Fisher—that new
Mrs Bates of Charleston. Tenn,
lower, longer, lovelier silhouette! The daring new
Mrs. Mary Naylor of Trenton,
Murray Woman's Club
Term.. Mn. Hewlett Clark. Mrs
slant of its panoramic windshield! The dramatic new
Executive Board Has
Prentice Holland and Miss Lula
Bair in its sweep-cut doors and fenders! And just
Holland.
Meeting On -Thursday
• • • •
wait till you drive the new 185-horsepower World's
_Ttur raeetirive__Boatd of the
Record "Rocket" Engine with 8.25 to I Compression
Murray Woman's Club held its
first meeting of the new year
ratio—the engine that outperforms, out-economizes
,Thiursaday at the club house with January Meeting
even
the power-famous'53 "Rocket".for a completely'
Owen.
president,
pre.
Leland
: Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Gingles
• swungnew view on modern automobiles, ice the thrilling.
Routine business matters, were
Min."?red Gingles IMO hostess
new Super "88"... on display noir! And watch
diseussed and reports werr -given. ter the January meeting of Circle
The civic chairman. Mrs. Rue IV of the Woman's Missionary
for Oldsmobile's new "Dream Car", the Classic
4
Overbey reported that each de- Society of the First Baptist Church
tNineey-Eight ... coming to your dealer's soon!
partment of the club is working held at her home on Farmer
on a -civic project Departments Avenue.
The program was conducted by
and their project listed so far
are as follows: Home. the TB Mrs. Edgar Pride. /program chairtz gave the
Bond- and Seal Drive; Garden. man. Mrs Frkd
•
voted fifty dollars to reseeding devotion on the theme. "Looking
t
•••
- •
I.
the club house lawn; Delta. the Forward Ahead and Forgetting
Cancer Drive: Music, two scholar- The Things Behind", using as her
A.
ships to high school students to scripture Philippians 314, Mrs
14
•
• •• 1BB •.; • •
attend the Egyptian Music Camp. Fred--Oingles' discussion was on
The club voted to contribute Focus Week and Mrs. Pride ended
fifty dollars to the March of Dimes the program by giving the article,
campaign. For the cartons of -One Step At A
from the
cigarettes sent to Outwood Veter- Commission
Crawford, circle
ans Ifryspital the club received a
Mrs. Wade
'
thank you letter
chairman, opened the meeting with
Eleven persons were present for prayer and stressed the WAILS
.;nz
rrns
,
the te.2
Focus Week from January 17-21.
During the social hour the hostess served refreshments to the
thirteen persons present.

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 1150-M

•
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AlLIAM%1. ELM/ Li‘4116I

Mrs. Louise Dick has returned
home after a three weeks vacation
with her son, Alfred and family
in Miami, Fla. Enroute home she
visited in St. Petersburg and Tampa. Fla., and visited another son,
James, in Knoxville, Tenn.
•
• • • •
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- WEATHER KENTrCKY • Rain possibly
turning to snow in the west
portion tonight. Much colder
in the central and west portions with lowest '24 to 32
in the extreme west. Thursday, much colder with light
snow or snow flurries likely.

United Press

IN OUR 75t1 YEAR

Prisoners Released,Reds
Refuse T,..,kccept Americans

I he would
man in the
pe. He said
fernational)

Murray, Ky., Wednesday After

on, January 20, 1954

SOLDIERS PROBE RUINS FOR AVALANCHE VICTIMS 11

By FRANK a le
0
immediately
to
Inchon
harbor
United Press Staff C se • 1,.lent .where they
were loaded aboard 10
PANMUNJOM.
"..e.1.
,
..of American LSTs for the triu to Formore than 22.000 anti-C
?ost moss. Navy officials said the last
war prisoners were being
((freed Chinese should be ready to
from their neutral zone cons
°sail from Inchon by 3 p.nr.
early today and some wer
lit Inchon, the Red-bating Chiready on their way to a new
"r, played martial music on
in Formosa and South Korea.
ems and bugles fashioned from
Indian
guards
had
release., beer cans and prison camp
scrap
19,047 of the POWs to • the United metal as
they boarded the ships.
Nations by 8 p.m. $ a.m., EST. "We'v
e been behind the wire
About 2,000 Chinese were still be- more than
a thousand days." one
ing proposed but the Indians said shouted.
"It's wonderful to be
they would be turned over within free."
two hours.
They ignored frantic Communist
The long-awaited ellICase was "come home
" pleas and death
carried out without incident de- threat
s as they began their longspite violent Communist objections. await
ed march to freedom shortOf the total 22,029 prisoners be. ly befor
e 9 a.m. 7 p.m. EST Tuesmg freed .only 54 Chinese and 32 day.
North Koreans asked to be leGen. John E. Hull, U.N. cornturned to Communism or returned mende
r in the Far East, said all
to a neutral nation,
of the prisoners would be decla
red
The first of the prisoners re- civilians
and free men at the
leased
were
quickly
processed stroke at midnight Friday.
through
U.N. i eception
camps
Twenty - one
Americans,
325
south of the neutral zone and
South Koreans and a British
marloaded into trucks and trains for
ine who chose Communism
distribution.
still
were held in a small
neutral
About 10,000 Chinese were taken
zone camp north of Panm
unjom.
They had not been told that
the
Communists announced Tuesd
ay
they would not take them
back
Saturday when the India
n cure
tedial period ends as decre
ed by
the armistice
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Hazel Lions Mother's March On Polio
Edge Lynn
Chairmen Are Named Today
Grove 66- 65
Mrs. L. D. Miller, Jr. and Mrs.
Bill Barker were today name
d
co-chairmen of the Mother's March
on Polio for the city of Murray.
Mrs. Miller and Mrs Barker
immediately announced that the
Mothers' March, which is a house
to-house canvass in the city
of
Murray. will be held from 7:00
o'clock p.m. to 8:00 o'clock p.m.
on
Friday night, January 29, 1954,

1.1,

The, principle of the March as
explained by the co-chairmen
entirely voluntary. All those who
wish to contribute are requested
to signify tJaker intentions
by,
turning on their potch Lets or
by placing a lighted lamp in a
front window. The March is limited to one hour so that Ms mothers
will be obliged to spend
Only

" The Hazel Liens just barely won
over the Lynn. Grove Wildcats in
the basketball game played last
night at HazeL The final score was
Hazel 88. Lynn Grove 85.
Leading at the end of each
period was the Hazel Lions and
the halftime score was 32 to 31
with the third, quarter score being
The Mothers' March on Polio,
46-43. Byers, Hazel center, ripped
the net for 28 points while Adams, which last January proved such
Lynn Grove center. hit the bas- a success, is the annual wind-up of
the 1954 March of Dimes.
ket for 22 points.
•
. •
Hazel
19 32 411 IMI
Lynn Grove
13 _31_41_111
Meet (IS)
•
•
Forwards: Richman. 3, Cochran
8.
By WARREN DUFFEL
Centers: Byers 28, J. Jones 2.
United Press Staff Correspondent
Guards Scarborough 2. B. Jones
WASHINGTON. Jan. 20, ith-Sen.
1, White 2. Wilson 20.
A. S. Mike Monroney (D.-Okla.)
warned the coffee industry today
Lynn Grove Mt
Forwards: Cook 11, Forl 15.
that if it keeps shoving prices up
SWISS SOLDIERS MICH 901 VICTIMS of an avalanche which thundered do9rn a slope of the Alps,smashing
Center: Adams 22
it may "break America's coffeeeverything in its path. Two breakers were found dead in this home.Snow atdej, called the worst in histor
y,
guards: Miller 15, Williams 2. arinking habit."
took a toll of almost 200 lives to Austria. West Germany and Switzerland.
(International Radiophoto)
Monroney spoke out after major
The
Murray Training School food chains jumped prices on naColts were defeated by the New tional brands three cents a pound
Concord Redbirds 72 to 62 after -to $1.03-and experts said the
the Colts holding a three point worst is yet to come..
lead at the end of the first half.
His warning came as a move
Mrs. L. D. Miller. Jr.
The basketball game era: played gained momentum to force coffee
'prices back down by boycotting few minutes of their time
Last night at New Concord.
R. L. Ray of Murray route one
llaaeleiry ef the Army Roaway
sent in the following article
At the end of the first quarter the beverage
from their families.
bert P. Stevens, who witneesed
which
the" was
Word of the first "organized
the score was tied at 11-11, but
clipped from the Ledger and
The
entire
opening phase of the opera
city
of Murrity will
retion,
The. Murray High School Tiger at the end of th'e third
period the sistance" came from Rhode Island be divided .with workers for each
s
said he thought any American who Times of January 1928_ The colume
jumped into in early le i.4 in
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d
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•
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11 Si 48 72
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11 27 45 62 ing because Brazil's coffee bean
Allison,
to the Paschal farm, and Milton 1953 Agricultural Conservation•Pro- points each while Hawke.s. Reidcrop was cut severly last year
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White Sox Manager Makes
Prediction Next Year

NO BUTTER FOR REDS

New Cancer Clues

w Lauds Ike's Plane

it gives the slave
vantage because a starving person will

state all the

ad-

Asks Air Academy

be inclined to re-

main loyal to a master that provides him with butter, or
any other item of food.
Prom a Christian stand-point

it keenia_ like .a shame to

be in position to relieve hunger and refuse to do so, b
food

has always

been

a

political, as well as

weapon. and we can't afford to. ship

such a

military,
valuable

weapon to an unfriendly political anirmilitary enemy.

Se long as tl
ieBig Shots in the Kremlin get enough
food they are
t likely to make concessions, even for
food for the ma

ii.

That's the pity of a slave state.

Physical Pain
Has Its Good
Points
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By J. A. Outland, M.D.

By STEVE SNIDER
recalled to Korea by the Marine
United Press Sports Writer
Corps. • Coleman. now back with
We reserve the right to Flied any Advertisiag, Letters te the Editor,
NEW YORK 41.5--Manaaer Paul the club, can resume his ola posiis Public Voice Anus which in our opinion are not for the best interest
el era readers
Richards ,,pf the White'Sox, op- tion if Martin_ is recalled. Such a
brrustic as usual. is the' first one circumstance would. however keep
WEDNESDAY73ANUARY 20, 1054
in with a prediction :he New the preure on .35-year-old Phil
York Yankees are finished as Rizzuto on a full-time schedule.
world &lamps in '54.
latantle reports his knee, on
Paul's batting average as a fbre. which an off-season operation was
• Public opinion seems to be divided on whether we caster is absolute zero so far but performed, will be as good as ever
this time he may be right. The but that's a debatable point until
Should sell our surplus butter to Soviet Russia, but most Yankees are rushing repairs on he gives it a real test in centerfolks seem to agree that if it is sold behind the Iron Cur- their steamroller and it's no cinch field.
they'll get the job done in time.
Chances are the Yankees will be flatITART of Defense
Charles E.
Refusing to stand pat, the Yan- pre-season favorites by a good
tamn we should receive at least as much as the American
Wilson is shown at a press conkees picked up pitcher Harry Byrd margin and chances Are equally ference in the
Pentagon as the Air
family has to pay for it.
and first baseman Eddie Robinson good they can make it stick if the Force announced that it was sendin a major deal with the Athletics old pitchers come though.
ing two squadrons of pilotless
The surplus was accumulated by the government to to
replace two departed starsThe leading questian mark is bombers to Europe this year. Wilprevent the price on the domestic market going down. pitcher Johnny Sam and -first base- Reynolds. 36. who was plagued by son said the dispatch of the rocketshaped sit robots was in fulfillIt cost thy taxpayer .67 per pound and the Russians of- man Johnny Mize.' th • pinch- a back injury last Season. Lopat
hitter de4axe.
is 35 and Raiehi will be the same ment of pledges made by the
United States last December at a
fered .25 per pound first, and then upped the bid to .50 But addsbonal question marks in by the time the season opens
meeting of the NATO council.
the Yankee future are Mickey
That's why Yankee foes. includper pound.
Mentle's gimpy knee, Billy Mar- ing Richards, believe the Yanks
tin's draft status and the advanc- have had it after sweeping to an
According to the best information available the Reds
ing age of Oleo •tbig" pitchers unprecedented
record
of
five
seem to be in dire need of fats of all kinds and the Am- Alb, Reynolds. Ed Lope! and Vic straight world championships. It's
Raschi.
the most comfortable winter New
erican butter would go a long way towards putting down
Martin. once discharged from York rivals have spent in a long
the Army_ as a hardship ..ase. has time.
lots of unrest because of the tat shortage.
been reciessified for further servNon., however, has made specSome. people believe a resumption of trade with the ice. If- • Billy goes Lack in, the tacular changes to build up to the
Bombe* won't exactly be crippled champs although the leafing conReds is the best way to preserve peace, lint others think
-thanks to some typical Yankee tenders figure to be better
a permanent peace treaty should
come ahead
of any "luck"-but theft bench strew"
The Red Sox, optimartic since
the return of Ted Williams. added
sort of aid, even when the Reds propose to trade gold will be impaired.
Martin took Over secoad base Jackie Jensen from the Senators
\
bullion for our surplus butter.
Capt
ry C,.!,-t-,an was but had to give up pitcher. Mickey
McDermott. an 18 game winner.
141V
recornixed Riptide in the first place, back in 1938.
and -outAelder Tom Umphlett.
Chicago regained second basebecause we felt free trade with the Soviets would help
man Cass Michaels In a di al with
east, the depression in this country by increasing our
the Athletics and picked up Willard Marshall. a long ball hitter
foreign trade, and because recognition was n accordance
from Cincinnati. Cleveland added
with the Cordell Hull theory that it was the way to infirst besemau Rocky Nelson' from
lio,chester to what the. Indians
sure peace.
hope- IS a significant movb.
The chief difference. though, ik
The Hull policy undoubtedly is the right one so far as
a avowing feeling that the Yankees
filee nations are concerned, but a one-way trade between
car. be taken. It'll he. fun finding
riare-if triley'elaaripirta
a free nation sad ii slave state cannot possibly promote
peaceful relations.
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"lie gives iire a pain in the, neck"
Wv_ve all said it at one tame or
another. Ana It literally can
true. A boring person can give yoi.
a pain in the neck. In spite of rota
clurcumlort, pain
has its gra,.
ruts it is a wanting that MAL,
thing is wrong somewhere.
'Hie boring caused you pain because,- in pretending an Interest
you don't have, you tensed your
yourself to pay attention to him.
snouider and neck muscles forcing
Perhaps you can't run away, but
at least you can shift position and
try to relax. No pain should be igit
noted. It is a danger signal front

Unite
No
with
sides ,

your nervous system-a warning
of disease, injury, infection, or an
emotional upset.
He wants to know where the‘pain
is most intense, where it spreads,
Fain can help your doctor Mid
out what is the matter with yor.,
vihether it is constant or on Of off,
what seems to stop it, and filially
what it feels like. The 1st questicin
is the hardest to answer. Two patpie will describe the same pain
very differently.

PAUL C. FISHER, 38. ts accoinpanied by his wife. Monique. and their
12-week-old daughter. Caroleen. as he surrenders at the U.S. Marshal's
office in Chicago to begin serving his indefinite jail sentence L r contempt of court Fisher, a pen marrufactarer, refused to let the United
States Labor Department examine his books to see tl he had v.olated
the wage and hours law He said he would go to jail **)ust to price my
oraint and that he thim would turn over his books.
(Internaa,pnai)

READ THE DAILY LEDGER & TIMES-

The doctor can put the answers
to these questions together with his
other observations and make a diagnosis, but you could go far wrona
trying to figure out • your own
trouble on the
basis
of
pain.
Pain doesn't always come where
the trouble is. Heart trouble can
cause shooting pains in the left
arm. The gall bladder can make
your shoulder nurt. Some diseases
of the tongue cause earache. A
headache can come from the effort to hold your temper when
you are angry.
The,. amount of pain you tee is
sign of how serious the trouble
is. A severe injury, for example
may cause a state of shuck which
numbs the senses. You might suffer more lying in the bed with a
broken leg, than from the irrunecir-

LADIES! PLEASE NOTICE!
SPECIAL FOR A LIMITED TIME

Permanents Now $5.00
$8.50 Permanents Now $7.50
$10.00 Permanents Now $8.50

All $6.50
All
All

All

$12.50 Permanents Now $10.00

All

$15.00 Permanents Now $12.50
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JEAN'S BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 1091

103*N. 5th

110

.4410.aliaiiiairesitatife
yen its vnirtillig of trouble. Pain
is useless to you There Ls no value
in being a martyr about it. taontitiuirmL pion only weakens reseitance
comrria
and turns pleasant per
plaining neurotics. Any pain which
can't be explained by a known injury or disease, and which doesn't
DR. C. M. POMERAT announces at a
reasonable length ot
special meeting of the New York So away in a
Academy of Sciences that his re. time, should be investigated by ,
search team found a new biologi- your doctor.
cal trademark inside the cancer
cells that may yield new clues to
Pariy
•
the disease Dr. Pomerat, of the
University of Texas Medical
School, said that by bloating canJames
AKRON, Ohio 4 UP.cer cells so that they spread outunder a microscope-nike fried Madden, 87. brought into court on
Sunday. ex
eggs," the researchers have found an intoxication charge
they contain up to 50 times the 'Awned to Judge Abner U. Z
as drunk from a New
normal number of chromosonses. that he
Because the chromosomes help Year's party.
Zook added five days to Mad eel!t divide and develop, they nukehold the secrets of cancer's end- den's lost new year-so he couil
less gsteeth.
(International) sober up in jail.

ANNOUNCING

.-Mrs:4e Workman Dfach
...

Is Now

Associated With

The Murray Beauty Shop
She Invites Her

Customers And Friends
To Call

Four Years Experience

Murray Beauty Shop
206 South 4th Street
MARY BURKEEN, Owner
JO WORKMAN DORTCH, Operator
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WHAT IS A CONGRESSMAN WORTH'?
Under

present-day

conditions a

raise

in

salary

for

for members of Congress may be in order, but the proposal to increase the annual pay from $12.500.00 to $25,000.00
member
a year,

is entirely unreasonable, especially since each
already receives an expense account of $3,000.00

which

Is

tax free.

It will be recalled when the expense account allowance
was voted several years ago the chief argument in favor
of it over a straight salary increase was that the tax exempt

allowance was worth a great deal

crease in salary which

would

MRS. OYFiA CULP HORSY, Secre.
tary of Health, Education and
Welfare, tells reporters In Washington that the Eisenhower Ad.
ministration has proposed a Soeta] Security and legislative pro.
gram that"kts the times and meets
the needs of the peep'.e." She envtsions • three and one-half per.
eent social security tax on each
employee and employer from irio
GM (International Soundphoto)

HAROLD I. TALIOTI, Secretary of
the Air Force, testifies before the
House Armed Services Committee,
In Washington, on behalf of a bill
to set up an Air Force academy
similar to the Army's West Point
and the Navy's Annapolis The
commute, • proved the bill by a
-et. of
miseesstossi,

more than an in-

be subject to normal in-

RESCUED FROM AVALANCHE

dividual income tax rates.
Some Congressmen
aside from the salary

have enormous

they

personal

receive from

incomes.

the government.

Hence a salary increase would mean less to them so far
as "take, home ply': is concerned, than a member who
has no outside income.

So' it was decided

tax exempt expense allowance

woufd

mean

a $3,000.00
most to all

concerned, especially when Congressmen do not have to
account, for the way this money is

Nothing could

used.
than a

be more ill-timed

double the salaries of Congressmen
taxpayers are clamoring as never

at

proposal to"

thi•

before for

time, when
tax relief.

We like to compare our Congressmen with members of
a Board of Directors of a corporation because they hanBut corporation directors
dle our business as a nation.
get their pay out of treasury surplus. When there is a
deficit they do not even ask for any returns.

Nor do

they expect any.
The answer to the demand for higher salaries for Congressmen is for them to balance the budget,"create a
treasury surplus and reduce our taxes. Make us feel so
good we will insist on paying
hdve earned it.

them

----to the six figure bracket.
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CHITIC ROAST
STEWING BEEF
STEWING BEEF

CUT FROM
HEAVY CALVES

-

CUT FROM
HEAVY MATURE BEEF
CUT FROM
HEAVY CALVES
CUT FROM
HEAVY MATURE BEEF

OR T-BONE
STEAK

CUT FROM
HEAVY -CANES
CUT FROM

OR T-BONE

HEAVY MATURE BEEF

STEAK
(BLADE CUT)

CUT FROM
HEAVY CALVES

„.
(BLADE

CUT)

CUT FROM
HEAVY MATURE BEEF

(PLATE OR )
(SHORT RIB)

CU-1. F.R014
HEAVY CALVES

-.CUT FROM
(PLATE)

HEAVY

MATURE BEEF

BACK
suitor
and t
in an
with
Ins.

LB. 65c
LB. 79c
LB. 65c
LB. 79c
LB. 79e
LB. 89e
LB. 37c
LB. 43c
LB. 19c
LB. 27c

AliffICA't FOREMOST FOOD ITTAnf1177.-SINCT 1251

more because they

what
We wish it were possible to pay Congressmen
they
' they are worth. Some would do well to earn what
boost their salaries
are now getting, while others would

Come See at A&P

A PATHETIC little grandmother, grandchild in her arms, sits on a
sled after being rescued from an avalanche of snow ehich
*reeked her home in the laions-Fontanella-Boden area of the
Vorarlberg provin,e of Austria, It toot< resauers more than lo
bolus to reach the rerno4:itiela,
(International Radiophof;

GROUND BEEF
LB.37c

Right
Freshly Ground Several
Times Daily
A&P Super
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that of Yugoslavia's Marshall Tito. United States and Britain
PAGE THREE
to settle
And with good reason. For Yugo- the dispute to the
us by the State Property and
satisfaction of
comber
7,th,
leaving
a
depth
toll
slavia is a key to Mediterranean both.
LOSING SOIL
Buildings Commission." Ward addof 38.'
defenses, realized no less by RusWith her tough army of 600.009
ed. "All state park funds for con._
There-were
eightother
sia Hum by the Western Allies.
disasters
men, Yugoslavia' is perhaps even
INWITO 411---Tornoharu —Ifrenewa,
struction purposes come from that
In _1953 which claimed mcreLthan
On her southeastern flank, so more important to Russia.
38, complained to police today
source."
25
lives.
They
were:
long as she adheres to the West,
With both Yugoslavia and RusWard said the development of that. visitors were "removing" his
Number of
she forms with Greece and Turkey sian-dominated Albania
island.
on her
Dewey
Lake State Park and the
a mighty' link fin the defense of side, Russia would have
Lives Lose
en unUranawa, owner of a 18-acre iscreation
of
the
proposed
Schedule
southern Europe and the entire broken land route.
passenger plane. '
Breaks
to the MediterInterstate Park by Kentucky and land, said people were taking
crash seetheast of Mobile,
astern Mediterranean.
ranean, bypassing the Dardanellen,
earth from his land to use as wall
Virginia at the Breaks of
By PHIL NEWSOM
Ala.. Ye)- uary 15th
Sandy
Equally, she weakens the chain and isolating Greece.
46
NEW YORK —Catastrophes—ac- Military plane
will fill all except one geographic plaster.
United Press Foreign News Editor of defense so long as she quarrels
cresh near
FRANKFORT— Negotiations beFurther, if Yugoslavia were to
gap in the park system..
cidents killing flar or more per- Pcnsacel. Fla.,
No matas favor is being sought with Italy over the future a
If this keeps keeps pn, he comJuly 18th
44 tween the state and the federal
Tri- restore her ties with the Kremlin,
"There is a section of northern plained, "My island 'will disapsons—took about 1.800 Tives•in the° Crash of transport
with more determination by both este.
government for the lease of an
plane,
she automatically, would restore
United
Kentucky
Statrs last year. a higher ehirtered
which needs a major pear."
sides in the hot and coldWars than
by
Army, at
.area on Dewey Lake for the
So, the painful efforts of the the 1.700-mile Danube as a Comtoll than in any year siance 1947, Urah-Idehe
recreational park," he gild.
border. Jan. 7th
munist artery extending from fie
"It
40 creation of a new state park have
will be my recommendation
statisticialis report.
After three lessons on the braidExplosion and fire on airBlack Sea to Germany.
been
that
completed, Henry
Ward,
the next state park 5A major factor in the rise was craft career
Commiseinner. -of _conservation, anrested be ing of rugs, homemakers in Keil.
ha Hostomhar
Now.-wiltt Western eyes focussed tI,a -unus
located to sarve that arta/
tuniy---h-Favs,- 16-53 of Me bon, Oct. 16th
ton county have 256 rugs under
37 nounced here today.
primarily on Korea and on hopes in
tornaidastp. Thirteen killed more Crash Of transport
way.
plane
A lease from the U.S. Corps
for some kind of accord with Rusthan 450 persors, and four of
THE OFFICE
leased by Air Farce near
of Engineers covering 1.690 acres
sia on Germany and Austria, perthese storms, ;sweeping through
ALBUQUERQUE, N
Oekland, calif., March 20th
M. a/4—
haps not enough attention is being
35 of land and water in Johnson Joe
well-populated areas, were re •
Valdez. operator of the
Explosion sad fire in ChiAlibi
County has been agreed upon, and
paid to Russia's own efforts to
Bar, said more and more
sponsible for most or the deaths.
of his
has been approved by Governor
bring Yugoslavia and Tito back
'lea) appliance
late-afternoon customers are
The first of these struek Wactis
!eatery, Aril 16th
using
into the fold.
35 Lawrence W. Wetherby and other his telephone
Texas, on May Iltie taking 114
to call home and
Nursing h. me aestroved by
Here are some recent developmembers of the State Property reoort
lives. The second and largest was
being "detained at the
ments:
are in Largo, Fla..'March
and Buildings Commission Ward
office."
a -series of twisters which
iss1eDI 29th •
For years Yugoslavia has been
said.
_
33
Valdez
said he is thinking of
a minority of one of the Danubian through Michigan and Ohio , on Scheduled passenger plans
Signing of the lease means that changine the name
June 8th and killed 142 persons,
of his bar to
Commission, with her every pro(-rash near Albany, N. Y.,
the
state
can
proceed
The
with its
Office.
posal being voted down by Russia mostly in the Flint, Mich.. area. S••pternber 16th
28
plans
to
develop
the area through,
and her satellites. Suddenly the On the following day a third
the Division of Parks. First step
TRUE TO FORM
cut
through
Worcester
situation changed. At the session storm
Crayne and Chanel Hill Home- in that program was the
BELLINGHAM,
purchase
Wash
RP—
which ended last week, practicaRy County. Masse fatality injuring eR makers Clubs in Crittenden coun- for
$35,000 of the boat dock which Thieves who broke into the home
A fourth storm roared
every Yugoslav suggestion for con- people.
ty are ench buyinr a water cooler has been operating at Brandykeg of Virgil Walston
overlooked everytrolling traffic on the great water- through Vicksburg. Miss. on De- for the Crayne school.
Creek on the lake. The Division of thine but the kitchen sink.
way was accepted. To cap the cliParks took that operation over in
Walston told the Whatcom Counmax, a Yugoslav was elected coreDecember, at the request of the ty Sheriff's office' Fridew the Fink
41
massion secretary.
private operators. The Brandykeg was the only object missing after
Ambassadors have been exchangarea is included in the new state the burglary.
-...
ed with Russia, Hungary, and
park site.
Albania% too, is seeking a renewal
1
A
meatcutting
demonstration by
Dewey Lake was created by the
of diplomatic relations.
UK Field Agent Grady Sellards
building of Dewey Dam by the
Border incidents have dropped
at the McCreary county high
Corps of Engineers in 1946.. It is
sharply, and agreement& have been
17 miles in length and covers a school was attended by 115 people.
reached between Yugoslavia 'and
surface area. of approximately 1,000
all her Balkan neighbors except
acres. The dam impounds the
; Bulgaria that future incidents will
*PJP *PJP *PJP
waters of Johns creek, and is
be settled on the basis of findinge
IT'S A RIG DAY as Joe E. Brown's grandchildren meet each other
a pe
in Hollywood. One daughter, Mrs. Steven Fair, Jr., holds daughter
lt of the flood control proby a joint commission.
Jo Leslie; born Jan 9. Another daughter, Mrs. Armond Lisle,
gram .for the Big Sande River.
There are no train connections
holds son James. born Jan. IL They. were married In a double
A conservation pool is maintained
between Yugoslavia and Bulger:a.
ceremony 11 months ago, with the comedian giving both away.
but the Bulgarians made 11 Fpeciet
throughout the year, and additionHe was around for arrival of grandchildren. too. (international)
i ti
al water is stored in the reservoir
point recently of arranging for a
two-car train to cross the frontier
during flood threats.
to pick up the new Yugoslav amThe Corps of Engineers has apbassador to Sofia so there could be
proved plans to raise th,-, consera proper reception at the Sofia sSavation pool by five feet. which
=---tion.
will improve fishing and extend
=---- Guaranteed and Registered
The official Russian and Yuaothe area of the lake.
Famous for Over 100 Semi
slay news agencies are arrangir g
"We regard the new Dewey
that each should have representaPants, shirts and dresawito
Lake State Park as an important
tion in Moscow and Belgrade. The
from these bundles finished
link in the state park system."
Russian Tess corresponilent was
PARKER'S JEWELRY
on request.
Ward said. "It will serve a large
the first non-Westerh addition to
MarraY's Oldest
area of the Big Sandy , valley
Belgrade's resident press corps M
Which heratofore has not had a
Slues MO
nearly three years.
perk. The lake and the surroundremained
outSo far. Tito has
lame
Allied
radar. Mir-1 -eing_ linllsidas. are Juiaietiful,
a "—a-a:MEM • uriltrpreaaaffatt naritafr
— L -t
lend themselves to the developI new Yugoslav ambassador to Hunment
an
of
attractive
park.
This
South Side Court Square
gary arrived in Budapest. htch
"Parker's Jewelry Pleases:
year we will improve the boat
ranking Hungarians proposed' a
crock
picnicking
the
and
swimand
toast to "friendship between Hunming areas built by the Corps of
gary and Yusoslavia." The icy
Engineers in the Stratton. Branch
reply was:
's.-se.
•'5
area. The major developments will
tiorrnaliza"Not friendship,
have to wait the building of roads
tion."
which will connect that section
and the ,ciam. The Department of
BARBARA HUTTON RUBIROSA favors her left foot (1n cast) as
• •
WINS ON FIVE ACRES
she leases -plane on arm of her new husband Porfirio Rubirosa
Highways is completing plans foa
IN STATE CORN DERBY
(right) at West Palm Beach, Fla., where they are spending a
a new road which will cross the
Superier Ambulances Service
honeymoon
. She fractured her ankle the day after their mardam, making tourist access to
Equipped With oxygen
George Depp, Lincoln County.
riage. The plane, an 88-passenger craft, was charterer! for $4.500
that etild of the lake poss!ble."
grew 143.6 bushels of corn an
for the trip from New York.
(International tioundphoto)
"The question of just what type
311 N. 4th St Murray, Ky. Phoebe 98
acre to be the winner in the fiveof improvements will be made at
acre division of the Kentucky
-THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL 110air.
Dewey Lake will depend upon
Corn Derby. In part, here is why
funds which may be allocated to
he won, as reported by UK County
Agent Kelcy Driskill:
The land Was limed at the rate
of four tons an acre in 1950. A
cover crop of wheat Was turned
under March 6 and the corn
planted May 25. Three hundred
, pounds each of 60 percent muriate
lof potash and 20 percent ;epee'pheaphate were broadcast an acre
; and 100 pounds of 33 percent am; moniurn nitrate arid 175 pounds of
:mixed fertilizer were used in the
row. There were 14.790 stalks an
SO SMOLA!) YOUR 140TOI OKI
_
acre in rows 41 inches apart.
"t.
A paratroopercan a afford needless
BACK FROM THE ATLANTIC with a half-load of ash frozen by
ea'
risks. That's why he wears two
Six Wayne county farmers are;
nature, the Charlotte M la shown being cleared of ice on deck
parachutes ... so he has a safety
planning to -set. an acre each 'of
and bridge In New York harbor. One of the crew was injured
margin. Often your car may need
strawberries and six more a half- I
In an accident at sea, so the fishing boat had to put Into port
such a safety margin. That's why
aere each.
with only half of her usual load so the crewman could be placed
Phillips 66 Heasy Duty Premium
in a hospital for treatment.
(International Sousidphoto)
Motor Oil is made so it will provide lubrication under conditions
more extreme than your motor is
ever likely to face. It provides that
extra measure of protection.

Favor Of
Tito Is
Sought

Catastrophes
Claim 1800 Lives In_ 1953

Dive_yr Park
State Park
Lease Signed

JOE E. BROWN DOUBLE GRANDPA

BIG
LAUNDRY
SPECIAL!
Wash, Dry
And Fold

•

Sfonlque. and their
t the U.S. Marshal's
1 sentence Cr r conel to let the United
t. if he had v.olated
"just to prave my
(Interne'ienai)

& TIMES
)TICE!
TIME
$5.00
$7.50
98.50
$10.00
$12.50

OP
Phone 1091

THE RUBIROSAS IN FLORIDA

BUNDLE

9lbs. 79c
and

20lbs.
$1.39

WINTER'S UPHOLSTERY

Deitch

Cash and Carry It'd
Individually Washed!
Fast Service

BOON_E

1

Laundry - Cleaner!,

r.

shop
Phone 281
er

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

11

GOES BERSERK, KILLS CHILDREN

Iperator

•

XLITY

TES

E. 65c
B. 79c
It. 65c
3. 79e
3. 79e
3. 89c
I. 37c
it. 43c
3. 19c
B. 27c

7r:SINCI

His equipment must be

pit

Read Our Classifieds

SOMETHING NEW FOR THE WALKERS' BACK Y.4%1A)

HERE'S EXTRA PROTECTION FOR YOUR
CAR

ilistik
'
;
:/ •
MRS FLORENCE DALTON, shown with her two children. Shirley,
5. and David. t(). went berserk in Detroit, stashed and beat them
to deatn with a butcher knife and baseball ertaaatain slashed
tier own wrists /ma throat. accordiag to authorilies. The tragedy
turned the Daltona' 'Wee-bedroom Wine Into a bloody horror.
_ Husband Charles discovered the bodies when he returned home
from work. Mrs Dalton is in 'venous conrition. finternationati

CONSOLIDATION LOANS
Combine those many small bills with
"Friendly" loan and have only one payment to make each month.

1151

re s
CDPitrAfilt

WALSIIINGTON, ILL., was never like this as a space ship
complete with tractor-truck Is delivered
to Rickey Walker, 11, who won the five-ton prize
in a television show's national name-the-p
lanet
contest. Rickey's schoolmates and townsfolk crowd
around as the band helps to make the
presentation unforgettable. Inset shows Rickey being
crowned ,Arith a space helmet by his mother,
Mrs. John Walker, as his father stands by.
(International BOUndphoto)

A Motor Oil Guaranteed
to Satisfy You!
When you refill with Phillips 66 Heavy Duty
you get a printed certificate--your guarantee of satisfaction! Use this
great oil for ten days, or up to 1,000 miles.
Premium Motdr Oil

Then, if you aren't completely satisfied, go to
any Phillips 66 Dealer and he will refill your
car's crankcase with any other available oil
you want, at Phillips expense!
How does Phillips dare make such a guarantee? We do it 'because Phillips 66 Heavy
Duty Premium Motor Oil is such a good oil.
It gives you really dependable Lubri-tection
. . . lubrication plus engine protection. Get
Phillips 66 Heavy Duty Premium Motor Oil.
It's guaranteed to satisfy you!
Phillips Petroleum Company,
Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
•

FRIENDLY FINANCE
506 W. Main

fuhri-tection

Phone 1180
•••

a

----

-co Pi' F4 Pf P

F4 DEO

;

Phillips 66 products are distributed in Murray and vicinity
by
NOBLE FARRIS
•••••••111,111,11111•1.--

411164$04,0
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stairs.
only. 41
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NICE V
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SAVINGS GALORE

HISS'SHOP

BUSINE
134.-droon
rectly c
well k
apartme

Mens Big
JACKET SALE

DOWNS
apat tine]
Telephut

CR(

25%
Off
On Mena
Horsehide
Suede
Gabardine
Jackets
And
Surcoats

WORK CLOTHES

FINAL CLEANUP OF

Boys Jackets

All Prices Deeply Slashed!

Values to $3.95, Sizes 2 to 16

Down go prices on our work clothes to give
you the biggest money-saving opportunity in
years! It will pay you to look ahead and get
everything you'll need at these deeply cut
prices.

$2.00

Wool Plaid Jackets

1- W
7-Fr
13- A It

It"

3327-Pi
25-Alt
30-Rel
Si32-Th
el°

•••••••mm

Boys $4.95 Gabardine

BekSettle

Jackets $3.00
Sizes 2 to 16

Blue Brown or Green

Look!
What
Value!

Mena Red Camel
Regular $2.29 8 ounce
DUNGAREES
Triple-Stitched - Sanforized
-is
_
_aimiztsmmmm•

$198

Valles to 67.95
Sizes 6 to 18

MENS BELK
OVERALLS

Were $10.95
Were $12.95

WORK PANTS

$3.95

Short, medium and "
long length

Were $8.95
Were $11.95
Were $10.95
Were $14.95
Were $12.95

TWILL PANTS
Rugged sanforized work pants with wide loops and
cuffs. Silver gray and army tan

Short, medium and
long length

Horsehide and Suede
Now
Were $19.50
Now
Were $22.50
Now
$24.50
Were
Now
Were $27.50

1

'

OFF ON ALL
BOYS
SWEATERS

BOYS SPORT COATS
SUITS AND TOP COATS

OFF ON BOYS
CORDUROY
PANTS

One Table Childrens Socks, pair .
One Table Boys Socks, pair

Mens Gray
COVERT WORK
SHIRTS

$14.62
$16.87
$18.37
$20.62

"How a
every note
like
bajcoanie
tia
s il;

bruised."
"All the
went to 6
In an I-told

you"
'Darling
Sarah's wa
world! He;

4

Mens $5.95 and $6.95 4 and 5
BUCKLE OVERSHOES

n.00

fiftyhedieted
gie's regret
you do it,
Inch waistl
DRA
lennr
..e
ln

I've

rented
"I'm golr
Ball

MATERIAL
Mena White
SWEAT SHIRTS

All Patterns

'39c

books"
And
fully.
f
l ncess
ye -al eri'
did Kelly
fortaulnee7"id
Dale said
for-- reasonr
You d
do.
ie
o,:
motal„

Mena and Boys
OVERSHOES

Sanforized, Button
Pockets
•
SPECIAL
All Mens Cotton
FLANNEL SHIRTS
Reg. $2.49 value

FLANNEL
SHIRTING

ONE LOT
BOYS SWEAT
SHIRTS

the7
me "
coffAeg
eg

Two For

$5.49
10c
15c

"Did I smc
Paper..144
Dale 1
laughed.
slander!"
•1 had
aro
"
and
.W
. Phhallt
my concer

'Oe
t b
fe
oa
r
g pils netd
explained
o t

Osh Kosh

Boys 8 Ounce
Red Camel
DUNGAREES

lifted
iNCHTA
hli
e
r'
rl
over the

SPECIAL
One Group Mena Jackets, $6.95 and
$7.95 values
$5.00

$1.00

MENS STRIPPED
CARPENTER
OVERALLS
Double knee
Construction
Heavy Nail Apron
Duck Head

Now $6.71
Now $8.96
Now $8.21
Now $11.21
Now $9.71

Jackets and Sport Coats

Matching Shirts

Mens Jeans
Sizes 14 to 20
SHIRTS
tan and gray, two large button- •98
down flap pockets.
Pair

11

Gabardine and Twill
Surcoats

$2.95

MENS COVERALLS New
full length, two ripper. Swing
back, stripes, blue denim, gray
herringbone, white
Sizes 28 to 50

BOYS PANTS
Broken Lots
And Sizes

01.1mgm•••

Now $8.21
Now $9.71

Matching Shirts
Sixes 21 to 42

Mena 6 1 2 Ounce
Boys $9.95 and $10.95 Jackets
and Surcoats, Nylon and Rayon
Fabric. Heavy Quilted innerlined

•'t

Bomber Style

made of sanforized cone deeptone denim
high or low back. Sizes 30 to 46.

Mens Fruit Of The Loom

Mens Pointer Brand
STRIPPED OVERALLS
2
95
8 ounce low back, Sizes 30 to 44

V.

Gabardine Jackets

8 Ounce Jack Rabbit

Sanforized top quality fabric _and construction. Slate
gray and spruce green

Boys Heavy Quilted
Lined Gabardine
$8.95 SURCOATS

$4

-.0

11•••■•••••••

**Immtmitillimarss***•••••

BOYS GABARDINE
JACKETS AND SURCOATS

•••=0.0imm

Yard

15 colors Columbia
Ready Mixed
House Paint
$1.98
Inside flat, outside
floor enamel

All Metal
Waste Baskets

11
/
4 qt. Worthmore
Aluminum Double
Boiler
$1.29 value
$1.00

Reg. $1.00 value
12 qt. Worthmore
Aluminum Dish

59c value
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Confors With Ike

SEE SUBVERSIVES OUT OF AGENCY

11112
totem
listen
man's
Jews
Odell

ONE
BEDROOM
BASEMENT
apartment, furnished. Newly decorated. Heat and water furnished.
4 ROOM APARTMENT DOWN Adults,
no pets. $35.00 per month.
stairs. Newly decorate,- Adult:
Phones 302.
121c)
only. 414 No. 8th Street. See Wayne Flora, 'plume 857-J after 5 p.m
(tfc)

FOR RENT

THERE IS NOW A SINGER SEWing machine
representative
for
new and used machines and repair
set-Vice. See Leon Hall 1411 Poplar
phone 1074-R.
(tfc)

WANT TO R.ENT

NOTICE

NICE WARM ROOM, MAID SEIRvice, as low as -7 per week. See rOsi szWii46 - z23146ALLY
curtains or drapes or general
them at Hotel National.
(j21c)
sewing phone 1256-R.
(j21p)
INCOME TAX RETURNS PREBUSINESS
SITE.
WITH TWO pared. Phone 5474.
(j21c)
bedroom apartment located directly over head. Investigate this
well located spacious .ate and INCOME TAX
RETURNS HAVE
apartment at once. Call 731. tj22c) your return
prepared by an exDOWNSTAIRS THREE ROOM perienced accountant. Accurate reapartment at 1620 Miller Ave. turns save you money and inconvience. Phone 1446-R.
Telephone 666.W.
(j22c.)

'CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

a70

1-Wound
7-Free
13-Awakened
11-Quieacent
IS-Near
rc-Man • cam•
17-1 littittri
division
1$-Senior (abbr./
19-Chart
31--Greek
marketpla••
23-Command to
horn*
24-Chief Lien,phis
gad
ES-Before
27-Pnker stak•
21- An tilos ins
30-Rely on
31 -Parent
Icollon
32-Three-sued
sloth

Off
Mena
rsehide
itiede
bardine
,ckets
And
ircoats

33- Walk
345_ rim;dr°
,et:sly

Answer to Yesterclav•s Puzzle

slow $8.21
Now $9.71

low

OR
with

SIX
all

ROOM

BUNGAand

conveniences

good
neighborhood
and
yearly
lease by elderly couple having no
juvenile encumbrances. References.
Phone Hardin 2711 or write C. C.
Owens, Hardin.
(Altp)
LOCAL BUSINESS MAN DEsires to rent 4 or 3 room moaern
house close to college. Phone 130.
(j22c)

40-War at
'
41
41-Chiness
43-hither
44-Encountered
45-Grcesi harbeg•
47- I teface
48-Aflei toss
(•1•br
49-Wing
Su- tputernmet
12-ta
Froit
rI n gods
53-bunted uae of
55-Number
67- Weaael • nits
•nlmar
63-Hinders

(21
EE
'
1102
I IT
tA7J3/T...1 7.1rJa
I71-4
icif.1111* AE
GAM i0:7. W.1614
(1110.2 WhkM000
UMW NUOUP
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DOWN
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

me?" Aggie asked mildly. lifting
the coffee pot_

"How should I know?
And
every note bounced back at me
like • hailstone from those empty
balconies! I feel all battered and
bruised."
"All those waffles before you
went to bed," Agatha murmured
in an 1-told-you--so tone. "I warned
you!"
"Darling, I've drooled over
Sarah's wattles halfway around the
world! Besides, I only ate six."

6.95 and

he

.4

and 5
1ES

bogey

of regaining

those

fifty dieted-off pounds was in Ag•
gie's regretful, "I don't know now
you do it, and keep that twenty.
inch waistline."
Andres laughed and turned to
Dale. "Can 1 drop you somewhere?

I've rented a car.:
"I'm going to Stephanie's," Dale
salit
"The beauty factory?"
"Not for a mud pack," Agatha
explained to her niece. "Dale is
going to take over Stephanie's

books."
Andrea's eyes narrowed thoughtfully. "1 shouldn't think It would
be necessary for you to work. Ch.
did Kelly squander his father
fortune 7"
Dale said evenly, "People work
for- reasons other than money
You do"
-Hut columns of figures-ugh!"
"One man's poison," said Agathis. in • tone of gentle reproof.
"Unbelievable as It may seem to
you, Andrea. I would go out of
my mind doing double octaves by
the hundred thousand"
'So would II on your piano,"
laughed Andrea. "It's disgraceftio)
out rat illne. Auntie.- She picked
up a leather portfolio bulging with
music, kissed Aggie s cheek, and
produced car keys on a ring
"Ready. Dale,
"
sun already portended •
heeling aay, glimmering on the
solid phalanx of steel and enrome
along Park Avenue. It Made Dales
eyes ache, but Andrea wheeled her
way expertly in the flow ot traf•
tic. 'How," she asked Dale curiously, as they waiter, for a lightto change, "did you happen to pick
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SEN. RALPH IL R.ANDEIG (R-Vt.)
loaves the White House after he
had suggested to President Eisenhower that the United States speed
up development of peacetime uses
"In a modern industrial society, of atomic energy in view of our
banishment
of
destitutior
and large stockpile of atomic weapons
cushioning of the shock of personal for war. The President told Flanddisaster on the individual are pro- ers that the U S will shift atomic
per concerns of all levels of gov- development toward peaceful uses
ernment, including the federal as progress 113 the military field
continues.
(Internationoi)
government."
strong in an age of peril. Nothing
should bar its attainment."

nis000n s STREIBER1 (center) US Information Agency director
,
chats with Sen Alexander Wiley (left of Wisconsin,
chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and Sen. Burke
Hickenlooper,
of Iowa, just before reporting on USIA operations.
Strelbert said he
Is certain that he has eliminated all subversi
ves and security risks
from Ms agency since it was separated from
the State Department.

WHAT'S THIS, WOOL GATHERING?

nviii ON TRANSFUSION,BABY DIES

LOCALLY OWNED I061
FORD
Custom 8, dark green, &door, radio
and heater, overdrive, white
side
wall tires, Kentucky license.
Hugo
Wilson Motor Sales, South
3rd

Street, phone 682

(j2lei

No Vitt "taik to death" the
proposed 5106,000,000 Et Lawrence seaway bill, declares Senator J. Glean Beall (R),'Mary.
land,, Beall (abtive) told, reporters in Washington he was "not
planning a filibuster," but,
-when we have enough votes

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS
'Better Buy a

"

from
FURCHES

Don't Say Donut!
Say
WEE-DONUT

113 South Fifth, Phase 183-J

Th. NEW 1934
MODEL DONUT
With The NEW.'
TASTE
THRILL

MACK

Greg's Bake Shop

Phone 1234

"Aggie did."
mous salon: it was rather discon"I'd rather work for a man," certing, a
quarter of an hour later,
said Andrea positively. "Power to learn from
the receptionist's
goet to female heads."
signal that the plate, thin WOmids
"I tried working for a man," in her middle
fifties coming from
Dale said dryly.
the elevator WILS Stephanie.
Andrea gave her a cocked-brow
Dale rose, Introduced herself, and
glance, and changed gears. A car put her nand
into the square, firm
cut in, and she wrenched the wheel, one outheld. Lipstick
, following the
honked net Corn, and swore mas- natural line
or der mouth, was
terfully in Spanish at a near-brush Stephanie only
make-up Her eyeof tenders. A taxi driver gr:nned. brows had not been
tweezed out
Dale drew in tier breath shbrpiy, and painted In,
and her short gray
and after a moment, Andrea said, hair looked as If she
cut it herself,
"Y uu think
that's close!
You
"Sorry to have kept you waiting,
should drive a car in Mexico City!
Date," she said, leading the way
In self-delense. l learned a mouthinto her office. "How la Aggie?"
ful ot Spanish profanity. Don't
"Very well."
ask me to translate it!"
"1 needn't have asked. She's the
-1 tett my car at home," Dale
healthiest female I know, barring
said. "Grandy though' it wise."
myself."
"You quote aim like a second
"It was kind of her to irrange
Daniel, don t you? Even In this
this for me."
short time, I've noticed."
"Moat people don't recognise AgDale looked surprised. "Do I 7gle's kindness," Stephanie said
"'Grandy thinks, Grandy says,
"She hides it so well under that
Granay feels •" kndres shrugged.
Bolshevist dictatorialism of here"
"Well, my tneme used to be, 'AKDate faltered, "But she didn't-'
gie says'-untll I decided to know
"Hold a bludgeon over me?"
myself, a la Plato.''
Stephanie shook her head. "No. I
Dale shrugged doubtful shoul- didn't
invent a Job for you just to
ders. "Who does, actually ?"
oblige an old friend. In fact, you're
a god-sena. I don't enjoy Interview"You Know what you're striving
ing applicants from the Agency.
to make of yourself!"
They all expect me to look like
"Isn't it the same thing?" AnAve Gardner."
drea drew off the Avenue onto a
Dale felt herself flushing, and
side street. "Here we are. Em- Stephan
ie smiled.
ployee' entrance, right?
Good
"I'm • dismal advertisement for
luck, Dale."
my products! But Alta the halfShe drove off, leaving Dale century
milestone, you Can't paint
standing on the sidewalk. No. It
youth back on. You can't cream it
was not the cam, thing, or she in
with normones, or girdle it in
would not be going through this with
rubber." Her smile was quesdoor, riding this hot little hog of tioning.
"Do you think I'm a hypoan elevator tip to an office where crite, selling
wares I don't believe
thick ledgers of red and black in for
myself?"
figures awaited her. She would oe,
So strong a word had not ocinstead- But what die she want curred
to Dale, but-"It does seem
to make of herself? One of the paradoxi
cal," she admitted.
wise-cracking career girls that
Stephanie smiled indulgently.
Roe Russell portrayed in the 'There.
, • definite therapeutie
movies? Another Rambova, with value
in a radar. And a new coif-

TN THE dining room, Andrea
lifted ner shining morning face
over the newsprint wall of the
paper. "Hello!" she said cheetfully.
"Did 1 snore?"
Dale shook her head and
laughed. "You should sue Phil for
slander!"
"I had nightmares," Andres
scowled. "I dreamed that only you
and Phil were in Carnegie Hall for
my concert"
"What happened to Don and

$14.62
$16.87
$18.37
$20.62

(tic)

.1

LOCALLY OWNED 1950 CHEVrolet, medium blue, Deluxe Style
Line, 2-door, radio and haitler,
white side wall tires, Wentucky
license. Hugo Wilson Motor
Sales,
South 3rd Street, phone 682. tj2lci

wag Assam $PAM*

ow
row
low
fow
ow

"At this moment, we are in transition from a wartime to
peacetime economy. I am confident that
we can complete this transition
without serious interruptian in our
economic growth."

REGISTERED LABORATORY
technician wanted at Mutray Hospital. Must be graduate of approved school of medical technology.
Preference given to male applicant
with experience as X-ray technician. Apply at Murray Hospital.

EXTRA GOOD, USED FREGID
sire electric range. Extra clean
See at 1206 W. Main.
(j2lne)

C•prifilt 11411 w Dub 0•110

oats

Help Wanted

FOR SALE

ELSIE

Now $6.71
Now $8.96
Slow $8.21
low $11.21
Now $9.71

Quotes From
Ike's Speech
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I WISH TO LEASE A MODERN
three bedroom house. please call
1651 after 5:30 p.m. if you have a
home to lease.
()20e)

1950 FORD V4 /
1
2-TON, RADIO
and heater, locally owned, real
nice. Hugo Wilson Motor Sales,
South 3rd Street, phone 682. (j21c)
REAL NICE 1939 CHEVROLET,
black, 2-door. Real clean inside
"What we do abroad
and outside. Hugo Wilsoii Motor
affects
Sales, South 3rd Street, phone 682. every problem at home-from the
amount of taxes to our very state
talc)
of mind."

an

annual floral

offering

on • fure can be aa curative in some
maladies as the surgeons atilteand infinitely less painful! What's

511 Se, 12th

Y-Aer"

M. ANS MIS. Thomas Grzyb look solemn In Chlytgo
following
death of their 8-day-old son
In St. Anthony's hospltal after
an
Intestinal operation. The Grzybs
are of the Jehovah's Witnewi
es
religious faith. Doctors pleaded
with them to permit a blood
tranauaion to try to save the baby, but
they refused on religious
grounds. The father is 20, mother
18. (biter/tetanal Soundphotor

NANCT
OKAY--- IT'S OUT

NOW

WOW--- THAT
WAS SOME
FIRE IN
NANCY'S
KITCHEN

INTRICACIES of sheep shearing are explained to Queen Elizabet
h
by the Bowen brothers (left ancl right) at NapleeNew Zealatid
.
Her majesty is escorted by her husband, the Duke of Edinburgh,
end the robed mayor of Napier.
/international)

OH,
FIREMEN --BE FORE
YOU
LEAVE ---

•

WILL YOU
SIGN OUR
GUEST
BOOK?

By Al Capp

MADAMEr- WHERE IS THE
NEAREST AUTO RENTAL
AGENC`C? - I NEED A
FAST CAR-

HERE'S
THE CAR,
S
-?SAyny

FAIIIT!!-

NEVER MIND WHO
I AM!! HERE'S THE
DEPOSIT. GIVE ME
THE

GASP..rr-

AIN'T
YOU-

,

HES DRIVING
AS IF IT WERE A
MATTER

or urs

AND MEATH 1!'-

•

lar-JEL.
"
G
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AERIE an' SLATS
V
44
0
0
FIND SOME EXCUSE TO
,,, ., -:::•
COME lb M'i OFFICE AT
NOON. I'LL HAVE SE
11.A.INCH SENT IN
( AND WE CAN
. iir '
'
'
.

wrong with selling glamour, If ft
gives s woman • brighter outlook
on lite, and renewed courage for
all the nurndrum problems?"
Ilie girl was nodding at ner in
Respect kindled in Dale as sae
a friendly fashion. "Stephanie• studied the
woman on the other
late true morning. Sit down, Will saie of the
desk- This facial lines
you? She won't be long"
sloped upward, grooving the con,"Would you mrd telling me her tours with
serenity. The molar
-Stephanie s-silrname ?"
was not beautiful by usual steed"Martin, but call net Stephanie. arils, but It
was Shaped to the
Everyone does.- She saw Dales habit ot toleranc
e SAL compassion.
expression, and smiled. "It's rust The eyes,
intimate with sadness,
like Ma'am Or," her smile became were unshado
wed by It
Dale
sy grin, "Mac_ Don't worry, you'll thought Here's
a woman woo
get used to it."
knew where she was gotng, and
Dare nail formed • mental Image got there.
Mayne Andrea was
of • woman embodying an the right,
•
,
1^/1.41,
1••r2.111.1.1
cr.,
rt.
nt hee fa-

OH... BUT I,.. I'D
LOVE TO, MR, RENT.'

TM AFRAID WE'LL HAVE TO
POSTPONE OUR LUNCH DATE,
JASON. MAYBE TOMORROW.
SOMETHING JUST CAME
UP;

By Raeburn Van Baran
MR. *RENT, FOR
INSTANCE
sora
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By Ernie Biuhonallar

LM.' AB111BR

grave?
She got ot7 at the third Boor,
and nad given her name to the
receptionist before she realised
that she did not know her employer s full name. Stephanie weal,
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Mens Big
JACKET SALE

DOWNS
apaz tme
Telephta

CR(

25%
Boys Jackets

1

Off
On Mens
Horsehide
Suede
Gabardine
Jackets
And
Surcoats

WORK CLOTHES

FINAL CLEANUP OF

All Prices Deeply Slashed!

Values to $3.95. Sizes 2 to 16

Down go prices on our work clothes to give
you the biggest money-saving opportunity in
years! It will pay you to look ahead and get
everything you'll need at these deeply cut
prices.

$2.00

Wool Plaid Jackets

1-W
7-Ft
13-A

23-11
.
.
s
V-P.
24-An
30-11.
31- Pii
r,
33-Ti,
Sle
111

Boys $4.95 Gabardine

Jackets $3.00
Blue Brown or Green

BekSettle

••••

Sizes 2 tzs 16

Look!
What
Value!

Mena Red Camel
Regular $2.29 8 ounce
DUNGAREES
Triple-Stitched - Sanforized
_

98
1

Look!
What
Value!

MENS BELK
OVERALLS

Values to $7.95
Sizes 6 to 18

Matching Shirts
Sizes 28 to 42

WORK PANTS
Mena Pointer Brand
STRIPPED OVERALLS
8 ounce low back, Sizes 30 to 44

Boys Heavy Quilted
Lined Gabardine
$8.95 SURCOATS

95

Now $6.00

$3.95

Short, medium and
long length

-MENS COVERALLS New LowPrice
full length, two zipper. Swing
495
back, stripes, blue denim, gray
herringbone, white
Matching Shirts

Sizes 28 to 50

One Lot
(BOYS FLANNEL SHIRTS
Values to $1.98

BOYS PANTS
Broken Lots
And Sizes

Pair

TWILL PANTS

$7.00

Rugged motorized work pants with wide loops and
cuffs. Silver gray and army tan

$1.00

Mens Corduroy
WORK PANTS
Regular $5.95 value

BOYS SPORT COATS
SUITS AND TOP COATS

MENS STRIPPED
CARPENTER
OVERALLS
Double knee
• Construction
Heavy Nail Apron
Duck Head

25% off

$4.95
OFF ON BOYS
CORDUROY
PANTS

2
Boys 8 Ounce
Red Camel
DUNGAREES

Osh Kosh

$5.49

$1.69

One Table Childrens Socks, pair .
One Table Boys Socks, pair
• ONE LOT
BOYS SWEAT
SHIRTS

$2.49

$3.00

Short, medium and
long length

Mens Jeans
Sizes 14 to 20
SHIRTS
tan and gray, two large buttondown flap pockets.

1 98

$_1•00

OFF ON ALL
BOYS
SWEATERS

25%

3.95

FLANNEL
SHIRTING
10c
15c

Mens Gray
COVERT WORK
SHIRTS

39c

50c

Horsehide and Suede
Now
Were $19.50
Now
Were $22.50
Now
$24.50
Were
Now
Were $27.50

$14.62
$16.87
$18-37
$20.62

SPECIAL
One Group Mena Jackets, $6.95 and
$7.95 values
$5.00
Mens $5.95 and $6.95 4 and 5
BUCKLE OVERSHOES

$4.95

$3.00
Sanforized, Button
Pockets
SPECIAL
All Mena Cotton
FLANNEL SHIRTS
Reg. $2.49 value

$2.00

Mena and Boys
OVERSHOES

Mena White
SWEAT SHIRTS

$1.29

$3.95

15 colors Columbia
Ready Mixed
House Paint
$1.98
Inside flat, outside
floor enamel

All Metal
Waste Baskets

qt. Worthmore
Aluminum Double
Boiler
$1.29 value
$1.00

Reg. $1.00 value
12 qt. Worthmore
Aluminum Dish
Pan
79c

II 2

a3

•

Jackets and Sport Coats

Two For

Yard

Now $6.71
Now $8.96
Now $8.21
Now $11.21
Now $9.71

Were $8.95
Were $11.95
Were $10.95
Were $14.95
Were $12.95

51.69

MATERIAL

• All - Patterns

Gabardine and Twill
Surcoats

$2.95

Mena 8 1 2 Ounce
Boys $9.95 and $10.95 Jackets
and Surcoats, Nylon and Rayon
Fabric. Heavy Quilted innerlined

Now $8.21
Now $9.71

Were $10.95
Were $12.95

.3114110•11111111•11111111e

Sanforized top quality fabric and construction. Slate
gray and spruce green

$5.00

S.

Bomber Style

made of sanforized cone deeptone denim
high or low back. Sixes 30 to 46.

Mens Fruit Of The Loom
BOYS GABARDINE
KETS AND SURCOATS

Gabardine Jackets

59

8 Ounce Jack Rabbit

3•1

59c value
39c
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BEDROOM
BASEMENT
apartment, furnished. Newly decorated. Heat and water furnished.
4 ROOM APARTMENT DOWN Adults,
no pets. 835.00 per month.
stairs. Newly . decorate,. Adult. Phone
302.
4j21c)
only. 414 No. 8th Street. See Way
ne Flora, phone 857-J after 5 mm
We`

NOTICE

NICE WARM ROOM, ramp SERInce, its low as -7 per week. See FOR SIVIVING - ESPECIALLY
curtains or drapes or general
them at Hotel National.
(j21c)
sewing phone 1256-R.
j21p)
INCOME TAX RETURNS PREBUSINESS
SITL
WITH
TWO pared. Phone 547-J.
bedroom apartment located directly over head. Investigate this
well located spacious site and INCOME TAX
RETURNS HAVE
apartment at once. Call 731. i322c) your return
prepared by an exDOWNSTAIRS THREE ROOM perienced accountant. Accurate reapartment at 1620 Miller Ave. turns save you money and inconvience. Phone 1446-R.
(tle)
Telephone 666-W.
(j22c)

•
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Quotes From
Ike's Speech

Help Wanted

FIVE OR SIX ROOM BUNGAlow with all conveniences and
good
neighborhood
and
yearly
lease by elderly couple having no
juvenile encumbrances. References.
Phone Hardin 2711 or write C. C.
Owens, Hardin.
(j23p)

REGISTERED LABORATORY
technician wanted at Mut ray Hospital. Must be graduate of approved school of medical technology.
Preference given to male applicant
with experience as X-ray technician. Apply at Murray Hospital.

LOCAL BUSINESS MAN DEsires to rent 4 or 3 room mot:ern
house close to college. Phone 190.

(tIe)

(
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FOR SALE
nuGID-

EXTRA GOOD, USED
aire electric range. Extra clean.
See at 1206 W. Main.
(121ne)

-logs

low $14.62
low $16.87
low $18.37
low $20.62

6.95 and
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1.00 value
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"This
new
defense
will make and keep

program
America

SEN. RALPH I. ftANDIRS (R- Vt.)
leaves the Whit. House after he
had suggested to President Eisephower that the United States speed
Up development of peacetime uses
"In a mod.•rn industrial society, of atomic energy in view of our
banishment of destitutior
and large stockpile of atomic weapons
cushioning of the shock of personal for war. The President told Flanddisaster on the Individual are pro- ers that the U S will shill atomic
per concerns of all levels of gov- development toward peaceful uses
ernment, including the federal as progress in the military field
continues.
(International)
government."
strong in an age of peril. Nothing
should bat its attainment."

15100011 S. STREIBERT (center) US. Information Agency director,
chats with 8en Alexander Wiley (left), of Wisconsin,
chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and Sen. Burke
Hicicenlooper.
of Iowa, just before reporting on USIA operations. Stretber
t said he
Is certain !hat he has eliminated all subversives and security
risks
from his agency since it was separated from the State
DepartraenL

WHAT'S THIS, WOOL GATHERING?

rind ON TRANSFUSION,BABY.DIES

LOCALLY OWNED 1960 CHTVrolet, medium blue, Deluxe Style
Line, 2-door, radio and heater.
white side wall tires, Kentucky
license. Hugo Willson Muter Sales,
South 3rd Street, phone 6112.
021c)

'I
't

I

' ti

(J2c)

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS
Better Buy
.0

e sale

IR WU "talk to death" the
ppoposed 5106,000,000 fit Lawrence seaway bill, declares Senator J. Glean Beall (R), -Mary*
land. Beall (abbsie) told, reporters in Washington he waa "not
planning a filibuster," but.
"when we have enough votes
to iglik.40, feh61laf•in421.141•••
r sineWlif
(Mtereatiosed)

from
111111.
FURCHES
113 South Fifth, Thum 193-J Don't Say Donut!
Say
WEE-DONUT
The NEW 1954
MODEL DONUT
With The NEW•

TASTE

THRILL

Greg's Bake Shop
Phone 1234 ..611 Se. 12th

Now $6.71
Now $8.96
Now $8.21
low $11.21
Now $9.71

"At this moment, we are in transition from a wartime to I peacetime economy. I am confident that
We can complete this transition
without Whom' interruption in Our
economic growth."

LOCALLY OWNED 1961 FORD
Custom 8, dark green, 2-door, radio
and heater, overdrive, white
side
wall tires, Kentucky license.
Hugo
Wilson Motor Sales, South
3rd
Street. phone 682

33-Rperl men
34-Ea rthu uak•
35-Houk
31-er1enced
37-Cloal
3S-healer
1111-e7iirsopeart finch
eV-Cooler' lava
4.-Se. hided

co

4

will

iiiOWNwu
num
mmo 0 ca

"-I

111111.111111
'
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Now $8.21
Now $9.71
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MW FORD V4
RADIO
and heater, locally owned, real
nice. Hugo Wilson Motor Sales,
South 3rd Street, phone 682. (j2Ic)
REAL NICE 1939 CHEVROLET,
black, 2-door. Real clean inside
"What we
and outside. Hugo Wilsmi Motor
do abroad
affects
Sales, South 3rd Street, phone 682. every problem at home-flom the
amount of taxes to ow' very state
(j21c)

three bedroom house. please call
1651 after 5:30 p.m. if you have a
home to lease.
0200

ij22c1

amoua. iEJAIZI
MEM WEE
IY.E1[1.141M- MrS
MOW ;JUN
r
MITc)
AE

1- Walks rrear117
2- Spin

F
1VAWTO RENT
I .WISH TO LEASE A hioor.aN

mum 7AM

(TA/

OOviin

'v

)1i!
hat
Value!

Answer to V•atertIa••• Puzzle

THERE IS NOW A SINGER SEWing machine
representative for
new and used machines and repair
service, See Leon Hall 1411 Poplar
phone 1074-R.
(tfc/

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO
"Aggie did."
mous salon; It was rather disconIN THE dining room, Andrea
"I'd rather work for a man," certing, a quarter
Of an hour later,
lifted nor shining morning Moe said Andrea positivel
y. "Power to warn from the receptiontar•
, over the newsprint wall of [1141 goef to female needs."
signal that Use pleura, this woman
paper. -Hello!" she said cheerfully.
"1 tried working for a man," in her middle fifties
comMg from
"Did I snore?"
Dale said dryly
the elevator was Stephanie.
Dale shook her head and
Andrea gave her a cocked-brow
Dale rose., introduced herself, and
laughed. "You should sue Phil for glance, and changed gears.
A car put her hand into the square, firm
slander!"
cut in, and she wrenched the wheel, one outheid. Lipstick,
following duo
"1 had nightmares," Andrea honked her norn, and swore
mas- natural line of Der mouth, was
scowled. "I dreamed that only you terfully In Spanish at •
near brush Stephanie's only make-up. Fier eyeand Phil were in Carnegie Hall for of tenders. A taxi
driver grinned, brows tied not been tweezed out
my concert."
Dale drew in ner breath sharply, and painted In, and tier
short gray
"What nappened to Don and and after a moment,
Andrea said, nair looked as if she cut it herself.
me?" Aggie asked mildly, lifting "You think that's
close!
You
"Sorry to have kept you waiting.
the coffee pot.
should drive a can in Mexico City!
Dale,- she said, leading the way
"How should I know?
And In self -defense, 1 learned a mouthinto her office. -How is Aggie 7"
every note bounced back at me (
ot Spanish profanity. Don't
"Very well."
like a hailstone from those empty ask me to translat
e it!"
"I needn't have asked. She's the
balconies! I feel all battered and
"1 left my car at arcane," Dale healthie
st female 1 know, barring
bruised."
said. -Grandy though' it wise."
myself."
"All those waffles before you
"You quote mm like a second
"It
was
kind of her to arrange
went to bed," Agatha Murmured Daniel, don t you.
Even In this this for me."
In an 1-told-you-So tone,
warned short time, rve noticed."
"Most people don't recordite ASyou!"
Dale looked surprised. "Do IT" gie's
kindness," Stephanie said.
"Darling, I've drooled over
"'Grandy thinks, Grandy says, "She
hides It go well under that
Sarah's waffles beltway around the Grandy reels " kndres
shrugged Boltheidat dictatoritilisin of hers!"
world! Besides, I only ate six."
"Well, my theme used to be, 'AgDale faltered, -Hut she clicin't-!
he bogey Of regaining those ge says -until I decided
to know
"Hold • bludgeon over me?"
fifty dieted -off pounds was in Ag- myself, a la Plato."
Stephani
e shook her head_ "Ha
glee regretful, -1 don't Know now
Dale shrugged doubtful shoul- didn't
invent • job for you just to
you do it, and keep that twenty- ders. -Who does, actually
?"
oblige an old friend. In fact, you're
Inch waistline."
a god-send. I don't enjoy interviewAutires laughed and turned to
"You know what you're striving ing
applicant., from the Agency.
4 Dale. -Can 1 drop you somewhere? to make of yourself!"
They all expect ma to look like
I've rented • car.:
-Isn't It the same thing?" An- Asia
Gardner
"Fm going to Stephanie's," Dale drea drew of? the Avenue
onto a
Dale felt herself flushing, and
said.
side street_ -Here we, are. Em' Stephani
e smiled.
"The beauty factory?"
ployeir entrance, right?
Good
"I'm • dismal advertisement for
"Not tor • mud pack," Agatha luck, Dale"
my
products
? Rut after the motexplained to her niece. "Dale is
She drove oft, leaving Dale century mileston
e, you can't paint
going to take over Stephanie's standing on, the sidewalk
_ No, it youth back on. You can't cream It
books."
was not the same thing, or she in with
hormones, or girdle It in
Andrea's eyes narrowed thought- would not be going through
this with rubber." Her smile was quesfully. -I shouldn't think it would door, riding this hot little
0011 al tioning. "Do you Windt I'm a hypobe necessary for you to work. Or an elevator up to an office
where crite, seihng weal I don't believe
did Kelly squander his lathes* thick ledgers of red and
black in for myself?"
fortune?"
figure. awaited her. She would oe.
So strong a word had not ocDale said evenly, "People work Instead- But what &ea she
Want curred to Dale, but-It does seem
for reasons other than money to make of tiered?'
One of the paradoxical," she admitted.
You do."
wise-cracking career girls that
Stephanie smiled indulgently.
"Hut columns of figures-ugh!" Rea Russell portrayed
in the 'There. • definite therapeutic
"One man's poison," said Aga- movies? Another Ftembova,
with value in a facia). And a new coiftha, in • tone of genUe reproof an annual floral offering
on s fure can be se curative in some
"Unbelievable as it may seem to grave? maladies as the surgeon's IcIsifeyou, Andrea, I would go out of
She got off at the third floor, and Infinitely
leas painful! What's
my mind doing double octaves by and nad given her name
to the wrong with selling glameour, if If
the hundred thousand"
receptiohisit before she realised gives a woman
a brighter otitlook
-So would 1 on you, piano," that she did riot know her
employ on lite, and renewed courage for
laughed Andrea. "It's disgracefully Cr a full name. Stephanie
wriest?
all the humdrum problems?"
out of tulle, Auntie." She picked
The girl was nodding at ner in
Respect kindled in Dale as she
up a leather portfolio bulging With • friendly fashion. "Stepha
nie* studied the woman on the other
music, kissed Aggie( cheek, and late this morning. Sit down,
win lids of the desk. The facial lines
produce0 car Keys on a ring you? She won't be long."
sloped upward. grooving thi con"Ready. Dale,
"
,"Wouid you mind telling me her tours with serenity,
rho mouta
The sun already portended • -Stephanie s-surname 7"
was not beautiful by usual standto-Jilmg day, glimmeitng on the
-Martin, but call net Stephanie ards, out It was
Shaped
to the
.olid phalanx of steel and cnrcime Everyone does." She saw
Dale s habit of tolerance ant. compassion.
along Perk Avenue. It Made Dale s expression, and smiled. "Its
lust The eyes, intimate with sadness,
eyes ache, but Andrea wheeled ner like Ms am Or," her smile became were
unshadowed by It. Dal*
way experUy in the flow of traf- a grin, "Mac. Don't worry,
you'll thought. Here's a woman woo
fic. 'How," she axkerl Dale curi- get used to IL"
knew where she wag rung, and
ously, as they waited for a light
Dale nail formed • mental image got there. Maybe
Andrea was
to change, -did you happen to pick at a woman embodying all the
Steolussol'e""
e.sitr-n.tartvertlkara frIlLtnollS fit bar
(7'n Re Oofttlese4.1.

milummum

AIR. AND MRS, Thomas Greyb look solemn
in Chicago following
death of their 8-day-old son In St.
Anthony's hospital after an
Intestinal operation. The Grzybs are
of the Jehovah's Witnesses
religious faith. Doctors pleaded with
them to permit a blood
transeuzIon to try to save the baby,
but they refused on religious
grounds. The father is 20, mother 18.
(International Soundphotoi

NANCY

g i
INTRICACIES of sheep shearing are explained to Queen Elizabeth
by the Bowen brothers (left and right) Nt Napier, New Zealand.
Her majesty is escorted by her husband, the Duke of Edinburgh,
and the robed mayor of Napier.
ilntersiational)
By

Erni* Bashakiller

OH,
FIREMEN --BE FORE
"Cu
LEAVE ---

WOW--- THAT
WAS SOME
FIRE IN
NANCY'S
KITCHEN

Lai.' ABNER
By Al Capp

MADAMEr-WHERE IS THE
NEAREST
RENTAL

NEVER MIND WHO
I AM!! HERE'S THE
DEPOSIT. GIVE ME
THE KEN'S-

Au-ro

AGENCY?- I NEED A
FAST CAR-

FAIIT.7-

•

r-

ABJE

an' SLATS
I'M AFRAID WELL HAVE TO

POSTPONE OUR LUNCH DATE,
JASON. MAYBE TOMORROW.
SOMETHING JUST CAME
UP;

FIND SOME eACUSE TO
COME lt)
OFFICE Al'
NOON, I'LL HAVE SOME
"*LUNCH SENT RV
( AND WE CAN
TALK

By Raeburn Van By,..
MR, BRENT, FOR
INSTANCE 't
\I
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WOMEN'S PAGE

ClublNews Activities
Weddings Locals

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 1150-M
•
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UM-Ma

IlUtilir

3ecomes The Bride Of
dr. Hugh Eddie Wilson

llrlitti latiriii,

Approaching Marriage

VS its

Announced

Meet Tomorrow
The Horne Department

•

of the
Mnry Woman's Ckillt will meet
The marriage of Miss Dortha Thursday afternoon at two-thirty
lu.shart. granddaughter of Mr o'clock at the club house Mrs. G.
a,nd Mrs. Walter Outland. and Mr- B. Scott as chairman. Mrs. L. R.
iugh Eddie Wilson. son of Mr. Putnam will be in .sharge of a
ind NUS. Hugh F Wilson. was
musical program lobe presented _
"""nired on Saturday. •Jantit
"
Hostesses for the meeting will
7
C.
be Mrs Burnett Watertleld, Mrs.
Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of the
R. H. Robbins, Mrs. John Ryan.
,Irst Baptist Church. performed Mrs.
Neva Waters. Mrs. Lowery
he double ring ceremony
in his Parker, and Mrs. Maynard Rads+lurch study
dale.
The only attendants were Mr.
• • • •
ind Mrs. T. 0. Taylor.
For her wedding the bride chose
two piece baby blue wool knit
!ress fashioned with a sl.m skirt
Ind sequin trim on the bodice.
ler accessories were brown suede
ind her flowers were a nosegay
The Alice Waters Circle of the
•entered with a deep purple oc- Woman's
Society
of
Christian
A ld.
Service or the First Methodist
Mr. Taylor was attirei in a Church met in the home of Mrs.
iink wool knit dresswith brown Christine Rhodes on South Sixth
lcressories •and her flowers weee Street -Monday evening with sevi nosegay of pink carnatirns
enteen members present.
The bride is a graduate of MurMrs. Aubrey Farmer. rresident.
•ay High School in the class of
[953 and has been employed by called the meeting to order. The
he Calloway Manufacturing Com- opening prayer was by Mrs. Rich)(any The bridegroom. a graduate ard Tuck'
In charge of the program was
if Murray high School. attended
Murray State College and is now Mrs Goldie Curd who presented
wrking with the Unitei States Miss Alice Waters to give the devotion using the thirteenth chapArmy at Killeen. Texas.
Mr and Mrs Wilson ,re now ter of I Corinthians as her scripit home at 402 South Porter. ture.
.
Apartment 4. Lampasas. Texas,
Mrs Curd gave an interesting
• • • •
program using as her subject.
"Love Never Faileth."
FURNITURE CASTERS
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
To keep casters from dropping Johnson. served a delicious party
AY furniture legs fill the hole plate.
in the kale of each with melted
The February meeting will be
paraffin and immediately insert held with Mrs Robert L. Smith.
the casters.
- I Sharpe Street

•

a

a

•

•

The, Blood
River
Association
Woman's Missionary Union will
meet
at
the
Hamlett
Baptist
Church.
• • • •
The Methodist Sub District MYF
will meet with the Martins Chapel
Church at seven-thirty o'clock.

•

The Young Women's Class of
the First Baptist Church will have
a chili supper at the home of
Mrs. Tip Miller, South Thirteenth
Street, at six o'clock aid will
then attend prayer roce.ing at
the church.
• • • •
The East Hazel Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Glen
Kelso at one o'clock.

Causes Red Rift

SPEED SETTING

You can speed up ins setting
of gelatin in salads and desserts
this way. Just, substitute a few
ice cubes for sonic of tie cold
water, added after the pc wder is
dissolved.

COLD FACTS
CHICAGO (UP) Judge Oscar S.
Caplan had a word of warning for
a former gravedigger found drunk
on the street.
"Keep it up and you'll be digging you own grave," Caplan told
Fred Klein when he was arrested
on disorderly conduct charge,

Varsily

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT

Paulette Goddard

Un

Sinsorjezebeli
W6:10108/
THURSDAY and FRIDAY

Thursday. January 21
The
Wadesboro
Homemakers
Club will meet at the rome of
Mrs. Wavel Walker at ten o'clock
• • • •
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at two-thirty
o'clock.

Alice Waters Circle
Of WSCS Meets Monday
At The Rhodes' Home

,

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Wednesday, January ZO
The J. N. Williams chapter of
the UDC will meet with Mrs.
W. S. Sswann at two o'clock.
Cohostessea will be :Ars. Ft, T.
Wells and Mrs. E. A. Lassiter.
Members please mate change of
time.

WEDN'ESDAY, JANUARY 2(1, 1954

/MEW SIMINIME.

RASTAOYU'FRED MAcm R

• • • •

Terror
pours out
of the
canyons!

MOANS VISJAKOV tatieve).
actress wife of Yugoslav Army
Chief of Staff Peko Dapcevic,is believed the cause of • controversy
in President Tito's 'inner circle.*
An article written by Vice President hillovan Djilas charged that
ranking members of the Communist Party rid their wives had
"boycotted' %la actress becsese,
unlike them, the had not fougnt in
World War IL
(International)

The Business and Professional
Women's Club will have a dinner
meeting at the Woma••'s Club
House at six-thirty o'clock..
• • • •
s
The Murray Training chapter of
the PTA will meet in the music
room of the school at seven
o'clock.
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Mr. and Mrs. John Theodore Grable announce the en&gement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
follye Leigh, to Mr. Billy Joe Young, son of Reverend
nd Mrs. J. Frank Young of Benton, Kentucky.
Miss Grable graduated from Camden High School,
I amden. Arkansas, in 1952. Mr. Young graduated from
enton High School in 1950: Both are attending Murray
tate College where he will receive his degree this sumer.
The ceremony will be solemnized at the Murray‘Metht ist Church on Sunday, February 7, at three o'clock in
afternoon. No invitations are being sent in town,
1 1 friends are invited.
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• 44r. D. F- MeConnell's
c tudents
.

Present The
ogram At Meeting

,...-

iii:%ii
.

The Music Department of the
urray Woman's Club held its
:;•;,/**
1,1
restular meet at the club house
st nista at which time Mrs D
3,
4v-7
McConnell presented her fluI
t ent' in a lovely program
As the guests arrived they were
li MireT.JC
i 'raven programs by Miss Patsy
1 rdom Miss Mary Jane Austin
"That tire's been flat for three months now. When arei:
resided at the register Mrs E
( Parker. chairrren of the proyou going to change it?"
1 rain committee. introduced Mrs
IScConnell
The room was atIrectively decorated in seasonable
I cowers.
The following program &cheated
21Will S
1
Little Miss Phyllis Mitchell
•ho 'is ill in Memphis, Tenn.. and
noble to do her part on the prom was planned for the evening:
I
Paper. 0111Risic Is A Language"
I
Mn, M. D. Holton, given by
1 rs. E C. Parker:
-Group One—piano solos. "Fairy
i I ainbowis". Moneymaker. by PhylI :lis Mitchell and "Happy Poliday",
Wil
i ureic. by Rebecca Ross,
..
,..
Group Two—piano Isola., "Lullaby". Brahma. by Patsy Purdom
nd "Jack and Jill". Foasey. by
Katie Covington, piano due*, "Jingle Bells". - Blake-Capp. by Sandra
and Nancy Fair, piano solos. "Big
Rock Candy Mountain". Klickman.
y Susan Monday. "In Church".
Thompson. by Shirley Culpepper.
"Kentucky
Waltz". Monroe. by
Linda
Harris. "Mister Taptoeh.
ilsen-Dehr and Miller, by Marilyn Sue Robinson and Nancy Auratin., -The Blue Danube". Strout,Eckstein. by Diane BalleY, and
Juke Box Boogie". Bermont, by
Sammie Parker
colfi
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year-end bills.
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The BUSInes• and Professional
Women's Club will have a dinner meeting at the Woman's Club
House ThurscLiy, e4ening at sixthirty o'clock
Frank Gaines. Jr. slits
DT'
commissioner of mental heath.
will be the speaker
The health and safety committee
with Mrs J. A Outland as chairman is in charge of the arrangements

Mrs

Flossie

Coleman

who

is

employed in Hopkinsville visited
her brother. Jim Kee and Mrs
Kee. and her stepdaughter. Mrs.
Herman LOVIrla and family, over
the weekend
•
• •
Mrs W T Downey aria small
daughter"' Suasn. and Mrs. John
S McBride rf Louisville were the
guests of their mother. Mrs Julian
Sharpe, hurt week. Mr. Downey
came over the weekend and they
motored home.
•

•

•

•

PEOPLES BANK
' Member F. D. I. C.
Deposits Insured up to $10,000

If ties
else to
torches
latter i

Walgreim Ammoniated

TOOTH PASTE

ON SALE THI1P'SDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Cleans teeth to a gleaming
brightness
helps fight
tooth decay

Anywa:
ed a pr
some

Waig Weft ageliCy DRUG STORE

TOM BRUSHES
MILK OF
MAGNESIA

iTii

TOILET TISSUE
WITCH HAZEL
"11011T1111011E-. 16-ez. Bottle (Limit I)

10 POWDER PUFFS

fetal left Vika. (Limit al
44. Walgreon

RUBBING
ALCOHOL
z6-oz_

MINERAL OIL

Bottle

2i69g

2=19c
2=15c
2=49c
2=15c
2=79c

k boars

Each capsule contains
To eitamins and a
"booster" charge of
ii minerals
42 bo100de, 51111
ef

MINTS or
FRUIT DROPS
Assoaila'rt

FREE ,
SHOPPING
BAG

73c

ANTISEPTIC
MOUTH WASH
I l3-02

2=89'

Included for your
convenience ssith
any purchase At our

Drug Department
utile quantal, lasts

ICc

COLD CREAM
'Walgr••n" S.Grsuo

l.'az

ASPIRIN

a,tattle,e9c
a700 Qr

69c Keller

Twin Package SAVES you Sci
You can't
buy tints aspirin at any price.

ANALGESIC
BALM
, •siroz. Tubc

IN. Borth, al 25

ANEFRIN
APC Tablets

2i89g

39.

2i98g

et,
CREOSOTE
& WHITE PINE

Oro t• Mottled sped*, we cannot show all IS. wond•r101
valto•• you'll fond in our
Come In •nod eke* *worry ••••rt nue nt •,
.d *are during tale •lig Sale• Croat,

Cough Syrup
8 oz Bottle

Sae

2 i 17`

2.39'

2 f. 15e

rert.Rfte

RUBBER
GLOVES
Pal

2:7S:

r
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Double Edge
Razor Blades

HAIR
BRUSH

i

PAPER
TOWELS
ISO 55••0

2 f. 65e 2 rob 45`,1
Graaf Pan V. fuel

''
ft" 1IleI2

Colorful BILL,

RUBBER
BALLOONS

'

POINT P N

Package of 23

2=89g
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ANTIBIOTIC
LOZENGES

Contains LANOLIN Just a little app11,-.1
airh the finger tips produces a rus h, /Kind
ant lather Irinses thoroughly

Chloropt” II

A few •
it a poi
tape Al
what y.

and rerr
place at

Reg 40r (401

STICK
DEODORANT

Jars

2112

TABLETS

CREAM
SHAMPOO
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sad Ntserals
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PERSONALS

The condaion of Little Miss
Phyllis Mitchell is improved an*
she has been removed from the
Children's Hospital of Memphis,
Tenn. to the home of her grandparents, Mr and Mrs (1. L Mitchell of Memphis Mr and Mrs
W. L Polly and daughter Sheila.
Mr. Rudolph Thurman and •Odl.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Buckingham
spent Sunday in Memphis. Term.,
with the Mitchell' and Mr and
Mrs. J E Buckingham. M:3 Thurman and Phillip Mitchell returned
Group Three—piano soros. "The
to Murray with the groat).
Ice Skaters". Burton, by Betty
• 0 • •
Smith. 'The Spinning Sorfit", Ellmenreich Op 14 No 4. by AnnetMr Bert Sexton Is A patient
te Parks, "Piano Accordian". "Over at the Vanderbilt Hospitol, Nadathe Waves". Rosa S. -The Desert eine. Tenn
His daughter. Mrs.
Caravan". Zamecnik. by
Irene Net! Wileo , is at his bedside and
Ferguson
his son. Charles.- returned horde
_group Four—piano solos. -Par- Sunday aPer accompanying them
ade of the Wooden Soldiers", to Nashville..
Leon Jessel Op 125. fly Sandra
Hamrick, "Melody ,
-of - Love". H. Ella Tidwell. song. "Sweet
and
Elgelmann Op 800,-(by Nancy Sax.
Tinnysort-Barriby. Mrs Ella
yell, "Falling Waters". J. I. Truax,
'ndwell at the piano with all peesby Barbara Hale, piano duet. "Pretint singing.
lude". Chopin Op. 8 No. 4. and
A dessert plate was served dur-The Sleigh Ride", Treloar. by
ing the seeial hour by the followNancy Thompson
and, teacher, ing hostesses—Mrs W
Mason,
piano solo. "The
Blush of the Mrs. Gtur e Moore, Mrs.
Robert
Roae". Martin, by Betty Hussey, d.
Miller Mrs. Richard Farrell
"Thl Glow Worm", Lincke. Mrs and
Mrs William G Nash
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